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e Injured Saturday

Barbourville Man
Named City School
Superintendent

WIN HONORS AT GIRLS STATE

Marble Court To Have
Fountain Installed

Nuober 51
J. C. Penney Managers
Transferred This Week

Beautification of Marble
court is now under Way under the sponsorship of the
Princeton Woman's Club with
funds left from the estate of
the late Mrs. Anna Marble.
The park will be surrounded
by a boxwood hedge and a
beautiful fountain will soon
be installed. Pipes for the
fountain have .already been
laid and the foundation is
nearing completion. The court
is named for the late William
Marble and the greater part
of the work on the park has
been financed through funds
donated by Mrs. Marble.

L. C. Taylor Requests
The City School Board
To Release Him From
Superintendent's Job

County May lease
Half Of Hitch-Lot
Judge Discloses
Money From Rent To
Be Earmarked For The
Construction Of New
County Poor House

Ruel W. Cairnes, superintendProposals to knock out -two
ent of schools at Barbourville for
county headaches -by leasing part
the past three years, has acceptof the lot now serving as o hitched a position as superintendent of
rack to obtain sufficient funds to
Princeton Schools for the current
construct a modern poor house
school term, a member of the
are now uuder investigation by
school beard' has announced.
the Caldwell fiscal court, accordJOE MellIARG
L. ç. Taylor, principal of BourJoe McHarg, manager of the ing to an announcement by Counbon County egifocational High J. Miss.' Catherine Hopper and the trip to Washington for two
J.C. .Penney store in Princeton ty Judge William G. Pickering.
CHARLES DORROH
School, who was recently named Miss Nancy Armstrong, Princeton girls from each state.
The county, the judge said,
since last August, has been transCharles Dorroh, son of Mr. and
Cunningham Receives
succeed C. T. Pollard to the representatives to the annual
Miss Armstrong, daughter of
ferred to Columbus, Miss., effec- plans to lease half of the hitchMrs. Paul W. Dorroh, 209 Morgan to
position of city school superin- Girls State at Patterson Hall. Uni- Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Armstrong, Reserve Commission
tive at once. Columbus is a town rack and take the money derived
avenue, Was awaeded one of two
tendent when Pollard resigned to versity of Kentucky, won out- shown at the right, was elected
of more than 20,000 people and from the rent to build comforscholarships given in the ,United
In
U.S.
Force
Air
enter Teachers College of Colum- standing recognition among the attorney general in the state electable living quarters, with modStates for a year of graduate stuPaul J. Cunningham of Prince- the Penney Company has a large,
bia University, requested that the 158 girls participating from all tion conducted at Girls State. Miss
ern conveniences at the present
modern
store
there,
dy in the field of circulation
Mr.
McHarg
ton,
a recent graduate of the Unischool board consider his with- sections of the state last week. Hopper was appointed adjutant
poor farm, which is located -less
said.
He
will
move
management on June 15.
his
family
as
drawal for the position because The organization is sponsored by general following the election of versity of Kentucky, has been soon as a home
than a mile east of Princeton's
is
Dorroh ,was chosen by the eduobtained,
he
of "personal reasons". The board, the American Legion Auxiliaries state officers. All officers of awarded a reserve commission in added.
city limits.
cational committee of Managers
it was said, than released Mr. of the nation to promote a better Girls State were sworn in office the United States Air Force.
Members of the fiscal court,
Circulation Association at the anD. M. Plymale, assistant manaCunningham, son of Mr. and
Taylor from the position and understanding of government ac- in an impressive ceremony at the
nual convention of I.C.M.A. meetger of the J. C. Penney store in according to Judge Pickering, benamed Cairnes .as Pollard's suc- tivities among high school girls. State Capitol in Frankfort last Mrs. Paul Cunningham, 526 S.
ing in Murray Bay, Quebec. The cessor.
Jefferson street, received a bach- Madisonville for the past three lieve that half of the lot, located
Miss Hopper, daughter of Mr. Thursday.
other scholarship was awarded to
elor of science degree at the Uni- years, has been transferred to on West Market and North HarMr. Cairnes is expected in and Mrs. Fred Hopper, pictured
In addition to the state offiCes,
Martin Brow n, Minneapolis,
versity's June commencement the Princeton store and will as- rison streets, is sufficient for
Princeton this week for a short
Minn.
at the left, won the outstanding both girls from Princeton h
krogram. As a student he was an sume management here soon. He farmers to tie-up their horses
Williams, vice-president of
affices in city administrations at
when coming to town to shop.
Charles is a graduate of the visit and will return about the honor of being chosen
one of two Girls State and Miss Hopper was active member of the University has been with the Penney Comldwell-Lyon Sheep Associ- 1945 class of Butler
first of July to assume the duties
Money from- the leased land, it
High School
Phalanx fraternity, the pany since 1932, haying been asof his new position. A native of girls from the state to represent elected minority leader in the YMdet,
reports that James D. a n d receicied an A.
sociated with stores at Hunting- was iterated, would be earmarkB. degree
-Medical
Pryor
P
Alpha
society,
Kentucky
at
Girls
Nation
Ohio county, Mr. Cairnes holds an
to be House of Representa lives.
Princeton route 2, suffer- from the University of
Kentucky
Omegk service fraternity and ton, West . Va., and Henderson, ed for a new poor house, which
The local Legion Auxiliary, Ro- Phi
e heaviest loss in recent early this month. He has been as- A.B. Degree from Western State held in Washington, D. C., July
would be built under one roof.
Pi
Afr.Za social fraternity. Ky.
Kappa
28-August
3. The selection was tary, Kiwanis and Business and
when dogs killed 19 sheep sociated with The Louisville College, a Masters Degree from
Buildings now housing the counMr.
Pylmale,
his
wife
and
two
the University of Kentucky and made by counselors at Girls Professional Woman's Clubs sponhis flock last Thursday Courier-Journal since he was
12
will move to Prince- ty's poverty-stricken people are
• daughters
Three registered ewes, six years of age with the exception has done some work on a Doc- State. The national organization sored the trip to Girls State for Local BankerV41turns
ton
in
the
near future. He has badly in need of repair, the judge
red lambs and a registered of the time he was in the Armed tors Degree at two schools, it was of the American Legion sponsors the two Princeton representatives. From A.I.B. Conv‘ention
been active in religious work in said, and a local missionary orwere among the sheep kil- Forces during the last war.
stated.
ganization recently reported exMurray W. Sell, assielsant cash- Madisonville and is
He
a member of
Harralson Is Named
'th a total of $615, estimated was assistant circulation manaier of the First Nation141 Bank, the First Baptist
Prior to hi; present position, C. T. Pollard To Leave
isting conditions at the farm as
Church of that
praisers the following day. ger for the Courier
"deplorable." The houses, which
attended the American lnitute town, Paul M.
School Board Chairman
-Journal and Cairnes served in- the Armed Tomorrow, Will Enter
Slaton, manager of
gain attacked the sheep on The Louisville Times in the city Forces in World War II and has
were built too long ago for counGrayson Harrelson was elected of Banking's "Golden Ann ver- the Madisonville store, said.
Columbia
Universit
y
farm Saturday afternoon of Lexington when he graduated taught and coached basketball at
ty officials to remember the date
chairman of the board of educa- sary" convention in MinneaAie
C.
Pollard,
T.
superintendent of
jured three more of the from the university.
last week, Henry Sevison, prem.
of construction, are unpainted
Beaver Dam. "He has done an
Princeton Schools for the past tion at the regular meeting Fri- dent of the bank,
An attempt to get in shoot.
and unscreened. Each .house is
Charles is married to the for- outstanding job as a school adannounced.
day night to fill t he vacancy
stance of the dogs was un- mer Miss Florence Lewis of Ow- ministrator while at Barbourville two years, will leave for Harrods- created by
partitioned to provide two small
Mr. Sell has been a member of I
recent
the
resignasful.
unpapered rooms. There are no
ensboro. They have one 14- and we feel fortunate in securing burg Friday. Mr. Pollard will tion of R. S. Gregory. Rumsey the American Institute of Bank•in Lamb, Eddyville road month old eon, Tommy.
inside toilets and no running wathis services as superintendent of leave- Monday for New York Taylor was named vice-chairman ing, sponsored by the American
America I
the same community, lost
er in the houses.
the City Schools," a member of where he will enter Columbia of the board. Mrs. W. D. Arm- Bankers Association, for about '
University for work on his Docsheep by marauding dogs
•
For
the board said.
The ancient myth that somestrong is the other member of five years. A basic educational
tors Degree.
urday night, June 10, and
body left by will the corner lot
the board chosen to fill the va- program in economics, commer.HI Fredonia Residle.nt
Other teachers were elected for
Monday night dogs killed
Grayson Harrelson, chairman cancy created by Mr.
to the county to be used in perthe coming school term with Miss
Gregory's cial law, banking and related I Conducte
r .3f his flock. Ray Martin,
d Tuesday
is carried on either by
petuity as a hitch-lot is just .a
Ann Ballard, Winchester, tamed of the school board, expressed resignation. Mr. Gregory recentPond. Buddy Brown, EdThomas I.
. Grubbs, 79-yeer-60 myth and has nc basis in fact, acas home economic instructor. Miss regret in the loss of Mr. Pollard ly moved to Paducah„ following correspondence or classes in the
eek, and o 1h era in the
Ballard rgeetvd.herdegree from. as leader of the school sys erp. a. promotion with the Kentucky larger cities. Over a period of resident of Fredonia, died Sunday eiording to Attorney C. A. Peprn section of the county Cadiz Road,--Fredonia
several years, Mr. Sell has co
corn at about 10 p. m. at Crittenden
'he county owns this propornpany,
the University of Kentucky in "We feet that during- the
ost sheep in recent weeks,
preted the pre-standard courses Cosinty ..Hospital at Marion after erty
years Superintendent Pollard has
June.
Street
And
Main
in set
0.1!..rt
Street
stated.
been in Princeton that he has PMA Prepares For
and is advanced on the standard an illness of only a few days.
are -no restrictions in the deed,"
Crop
Johnny Carlisle. head coach at
Ralph Blazier, veterinarian, In Princeton Included
course, it was stated.
been an efficient administrator
A native of Lyon county, Mr. he stated.
Contracts for construction pro- Fohs High School, Marion, last and it is with genuine regret Measurement In July
s: three milk cows destroyThe pre-standard course is Grubbs was a son of the
late Mr.
The local PMA office is now equal to 162 college
's week in the Friendship jects on 73 miles of jCentucky year, was elected science teacher that we are losing his services,"
hours and and Mrs. Harvey Grubbs. He
busy preparing photographs and Mr. Sell has received high
nit y becaese they had roads in 14 counties were award- at Ilittler and will serve as as- Harrelson said.
grades married Miss Anne Lee Bannister Methodists To Honor
necessary forms for the measure- in all the courses
ted rabies. Owned by Wil- ed on June 15, according to an sistant coach in charge of junior
which he has in November 1898 and they made, Dr. W. L. Cash Sunday
ment of crops -beginning early in completed, Mr. Sevison
lish and Mr. Lisanby of announcement from the State high athletic activities.
their home on a farm in Lyon
said.
Members of Ogden Memorial
July, Willis S. Traylor. chairman
Miss Minnie Mallory, 500 Ma- Nelson Hurls No-Hit,
ction, the cows were valu- Highway Department.
county until 19 years ago, when Methodist Church have designatof
the
PMA
ple
avenue, Princeton, was elect- No-Run Ball Sunday
committee, an- Savings And Loan Firm
Included in the contracts is the
175 to $200 each, Dr. Blazthey moved to Fredonia.
ed Sunday as "Dr. W. L. Cash-- Mac Nelson hurled the first no- nounces. - • - • 'd. A dead fox was found Eddyville-Fredonia road (street ed to teach at East Side.
BeSidtis his wife, survivors are Day" in honor of Dr. Cash, who"
"Farmers should be ready to Will Pay Dividend
Teachers re-employed under hit, no-run in the history of the
stall with one of the cows in Fredonia) from Crider street
A dividend distribution, approx- three daughters, Mrs. Alberta for the last 43 years has served
s previous to the time she to the Illinois Central railroad emergency certificates are Miss Twin-States League here Sunday assist reporters in this work since
Burnette, Lawton, Okla.; Mrs. as an official in the local Methcrossing, grade, drain and high Dorothy Wood, junior high Eng- afternoon when he pitched they are only carrying out the imating $6,700,000, will be made
rabid.
Lawrence Baldwin, Bowling odist Church, the Rev. Joe Calrds- in the county health type surfacing, .1 mile, and side- lish at Butler; Mrs. Paul Cun- Princeton to a 15-0 victory over wishes of the farmers in their by the Princeton Federal Savings Green, and
Mrs. Eli Hargrove, lender, pastor, announces.
work as the support price pro- and Loan Association to its shareshow that 14 people have walk construction at school; Hu- ningham, Mrs. Percy Pruett and Grand Rivers,
Morganfield; a son, Frank Grubbs, Program for the occasion inNelson walked three and his gram was voted by the partici- holders of record on June 30,
rested for rabies this year. ron Construction Co., Benton, Mrs. N. H. Talley, East Side ele1950, according to announcement D.Yeusburg; one brother, Charlie cludes a basket dinner and alliants," Traylor said.
mates committed three errors.
mentary.
lazier reports that his rec- $17,436.95.
of the secretary, J. R. Hutchin- Grubbs; two sisters, Mrs. Martha day meeting Sunday at Eggnors
All
fields
in
cropland
Princeton-H
will
Meanwhile,
Vernell
be
opkinsville
Princeton
Allen, Knoxville, Was
road
how 16 cows, two hogs, 22
combinWoodall, Kuttawa, a n d Mrs. Ferry on Kentucky Lake. The
son.
re-visited
this
year
for
the
ed
first
eight
street
(Main
Grand Rivers errors with
in Princeton) from elected mathematics teacher and
nd three cats destroyed beMary Boyd, and seven grandchil- pastor said Sunday School
The
divident
since
lime
was
about
1942.
classes
declared
only
at
six hits for its victory. The
nt rabies infection since last Main and South Jefferson streets coach at Dotson High School.
dren.
the
will meet at the regular time, 9:45
?sleeting
of
the
association'
winners scored in all but two. ins
to Franklin street, .04 mile, and
1.
directors, held last Friday night, Funeral services were conduct- a. m. Sunday, with the morning
Rose And Garden Club
nings.
lucky law provides that from Main and South Jefferson to 'ow Jaycee Softball
and will be paid out of the asso- ed at 2 p. m. Tuesday at the Fre- worship service scheduled for 10
Grand Rivers 000 000 000: 0 0 8 Flower Show Scheduled
rs losing sheep from dogs west corporate limit, .7 mile, and
ciation's earnings of the last six donia Baptist Church by the Rev. a. m. The trip to Kentucky Lake
Princeton.. ..321 400 23x-15 6 3 The Princeton Rose and
titled to damages but coun- the Princeton-Cadiz road from eague Play Begins
Gar- months, Mr. Hutchinson
Holland Thomas, who was assist- is to begin at 11 a. m., he added.
said.
.cials point to the fact that Princeton to Trigg county line, Princeton's newly organized
den Club's annual flower show
In addition to Mr. Ifutchinson ed by the Rev. Clyde Walker, According to Rev. Callender,
Rev. apd Mrs. S. P. Kim n and and art display will be held from
he dog license law has nev- 10.9 miles; bituminous surface; Jaycee softball league got under
and ass1stant attorney; Ed H. pastor of Glenna Chapel Church in Dr. Cash was present at the meetn enforced in the county n o Corum and Edwards. Madison- way here at the V. F. W. ball park family of Mt. Pleasant, Michigan, 4 p. m. to 9 p. m. Friday, June 30,
Johnstone, the following attend- Lyon county. Burial was at ing in 1999 when the Southern
and
Mrs.
ville,
J.
G.
$108,769.65.
Weihing
last
and Miss at the George Coon .Library, it is
Thursday with the V. F. W.
are available to pay the
Glenns Chapel Cemetery.
churches united with the great
defeating Gayles and the Ameri- Lyc'ia Weihing, of Murray. Ky., announced. Classes and exhibits ed the meeting of the board of
Claims totaling almost
Active bearers were C. S. Mc- Methodist Church, In 1940, he was
spent
Monday
with Dr. and Mrs. scheduled will be Published in, directors: Dr. W. L. Cash, presican Legion &Jesting Lewistown.
have accumulated in the
dent; Dr. C. F. Engelhardt, vice- Elroy, L. B. Young, Charlie
At the game here Friday, the J. J. Rosenthal, Highland avenue. The Leader next week.
since 1940, Sheriff Lewis
Wil- elected delegate to the general
president; Frank G. Wood, J. L. son, W. M. Young, John
Baptist Church lost to Steger's
F. Rice, conference of the whole MethoPoole, H. W. Blades, Iley Mc- Reuben Ray, Cecil
Brasher and dist Church which met at AtlanSplinters with the Jaycees losClough, directors.
Walton Woodall.
tic City. For the last 12 years,
ing to the Eagles. Saturday night
and Mrs. Otis Smith and
Honorary bearers were Loyd Dr. Cash has served as Sunday
Out wood defeated the Methodist
d Mrs. Bob Powley spent
Rev.
Callende
r Guest
Wadlington, C. A. Walker, J. E. School superintendent. He also
Church. A game scheduled beNationcl Effort Being
at Kentucky Lake.
Hillyard, D. 0. Boaz, Ira C. Ben- has served as local treasurer,
At Birthday Supper
tween Gayles and Outwood TuesMade To Hold Terrific
district steward, district lay-leadThe Willing Workers Class, nett and Henry Turley.
day night was canceled because
Death Toll To Minimum
taught by Vernal Davis, sponsored
of rain.
Junior girls of the Baptist Sun- er and he is now a steward and a
trustee of the church. He served
An intensive' traffic program, Games scheduled for tonight
a surprise pot luck ;upper in the day School had charge of
flowers. on the building committee when
designed to help reduce Fourth are the Jaycees against Lewisbasement of the Oselen Menterial
QUESTION
the present church building was
fiscal court is studying of July accidents, will be lau,pch- town and the V. r. W. against
Methelist Church last Wednesconstructed.
to lease a portion of the ed July 1, Police Chief Harold the Methodist Church. The Eagday night in celebration of the
rack" lot in Princeton to Rudd announced today.
Rev. Joe Callender's birthday.
les are scheduled to play the
• construction of a comforMore than 150 of the members
"With traffic fatalities for the Baptist Church Saturday night
Local WMU Members To
home for the pauper resi- first quarter of the year nine with American Legion playing
and friends of the church brought
Attend
District Meet
of the county. What is your per cent higher than last year, the Jaycees and Steger's Splinwell filled baskets to provide a
Eight members of the local
of this plan?
bounteous dinner in addition'to Four Lyon County
cities and states throughout the ters playing Lewistown next
WMU are planning to attend the
a number of gifts presented to
nation will make a united effort Tuesday night.
ANSWERS
Youths Sentenced To
second annual WMU Day at KutP. Crawford: I think it to hold down the high holiday
the pastor.
tawa Springs Friday when memServe One Year Each
do this but at the came death toll which usually occurs
--------- —
ome provision should be over the Independence Day cele- Resolution Passed By
Mrs. Joseph Berry
Roy Sherrill. 21, charged with bers from the western and southwestern region meet for a joint
for those who now use
!ape of a 14-year-old girl,
the bration," Chief Rudd said. The Local Kiwcnis Club
Succumbs In Iowa
plead program, which will
start at 10
Members of the Prineeton Ki- teams. If there is nation wide program is being coMrs. Joseph Berry, 923 West guilty of carnal knowledge of a a. m.
14-year old female with
...n is actually need- ordinated by the National Safety wanis Club expressed their symher conMain street, died suddenly in
Those planning to go from
pathy to the family of W. L.
acomiroodate horse-drawn Council.
Waterloo, Iowa, Sunday morning sent and was sentenced to serve
s, I see no reason why that
five
Chief Rudd pointed out that "Body" Mays, who died here unyears
in
the
Eddyville peni- Princeton include Mrs. Clay
following an attack suffered at
Gresham, Mrs. Ernest Childress,
tentiary in circuit court
should not be used for motor vehicle accidents annually expectedly about two weeks ago, Commander Robert Barrett, the Saturday. Besides the ringing of the home of her son,
Marion Berhere Mrs.
McKee Thomson, Mrs. R. D.
worthy cause.
lead the list of holiday hazards. in a resolution signed by. Dr. C. cheerful but sligtgly bent' old the bell by Commander Barrett, ry, Saturday. Mr.
and Mrs. Berry Tuesday, Commonwealth's AttorLeech, Mrs. Mae Morris, Mrs. W.
ney Alvin Lisanby said.
Frank G. Wood: I think This year the Fourth will be a H. Jaggers, Sam Koltinsky and man, who will be 104-years-old the program, which will begin at left Princeton Friday
for
a
vacaSplendid idea. Certainly
G. Oden, Mrs. Duke Pettit and
Four Lyon county
the four-day weekend holiday for C. A. Woodall. The resolution this November and who is the 1:15 p.m., calls for a short ad- tion with relatives in Iowa.
youthg, Mrs. R. G. McClelland. All memunate of our county need a many persons, and that will stated, "Be it resolved by the only surviving Kentucky Union dress on "Freedom" by the Rev. Funeral
services were conduct- charged with storehouse breakgers are invited to attend and
Place in which to live. I greatly increase traffic on the Princeton Kiwanis Club that in veteran of the Civil: War, will be Floyd A. Loperfido, pastor of ed from Cedar Falls,
Iowa, Tues- ing were sentenced to serve one bring.,
ink the proper type
a box lunch. Soft drinks
'
the death of W. L. Mays we have on hand Saturday to ring the Lib- the Central Presbyterian Church. day afternoon. Surviving
year
of nation's highways.
in
the
are Mr.
penitentiary on en- will be
s on the "hitch rack" lot
served, it was stated.
"Extra care, caution and effort, lost a faithful and beloved mem- erty Bell replica, which is being The ceremony will be held on Berry, one daughter,
terihg
a
plea
Joan Berry,
of guilty to the
be a great improvement for on the part of everyone, will be ber. A member whose deeds of sent here to stimulate the sale of the Southside
of the courthouse. Princeton; son, .Marion Berry, charge yesterday morning. Two
wn and that most of
According to Chairman Eldred, Waterloo, and two grandchildren. of the hoys, Phillip Ray
the needed if we are to enjoy a safe, service and friendly co-operation United States Savings Bonds,
Gray, Rev. Floyd Loperfido
will appreciate and
George Eldred, county bond sale the bells were constructed in Anhappy and tragedy-free Fourth. cannot be replaced.
and Jimmy Marshall, were
15 Addresses Rotarians
the plan.
Let's all work together to make
"Be it further resolved that as chairman, announces.
necy, France, under the supervi- LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
years of age at the time they are
r Crider: I think it an certain that death and disaster do a citizen of Princeton, W. L. The bell, which is one of the sion of Arthur L. Bigelow,
The Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido,
profesA group called Caravaner's will charged with committing the ofnt idea. Certainly the
peo- not mar the celebration of any- Mays will be missed from the 52 exact copies of the Liberty sor of engineering at Princeton conduct a leadership conference fense. George Gray and Bobby pastor of the Central Presbyterced to live at the present one in Princeton," Chief Rudd many activities of the community Bell that the Savings Bonds Di- University and one of the world's
for young people at Ogden Mem- Marshall are the others involved ian Church, was the speaker at
in which he was engaged; that vision of the Treasury Depart-, foremost bellmaeters. After the orial. Methodist
the regular meeting of the Rotary
farm. deserve a decent concluded.
Church each day In the case.
Club at the First Christian
in which to live and the
the absence of his genial smile, !pent has on tour to remind the tour of Kentucky, Secretary of at 7:30 p. m. Sunday through
FriThe
jury will reconvene Church Tuesday night.
e from the lot could not
Mr. Rush Stephenson. of Salem, eempartiOnslilp and enthusiasm nation that thrift is a corner- the Treasury John W. Snyder day, the Rev. Joe Callender, pal- Friday grand
Also at
be
morning to complete its the meeting, Dr. B.
for a more charitable or is visiting his daughter, Mrs. L. will be felt by all who knee, stone of independence, is sched- will present it to the people of
L. Keeney
tor, announce,. The public is in- work for the June
term
of
court,
was
voted to membership in the
uled to arrive here at 12:30 p.m. the state for permanent exhibit. vited to attend, he added.
cause.
A. Walker, Nor01 Hat:loon street. him."
ft was stated.
organization.
•
toll in human suffering and
tv loss continues to mount
iabid animals, both . wild
and from the
loniestic,
v of dogs left to run at
in the county, according
erts received from various
s of the county.
menace of rabid foxes has
eported at different times
nt months and one boy was
id bitten by a rabid fox
the city limits in Princetie loss in livestock, especbeep, has been reported at
s intervals for a number
rs 'jot reports this week inalarming rise in propess in the southern. section
county from the ravages of
,ft to run wild. Meanwhile
,r outbreak of rabies in the
ship community is re-

Thomas L Grubbs
DLelSalusn,c1r.valsNight

Contractslet For
Road Construction

City Police Join
In Safety Program

LIBERTY BELL REPLICA TO VISIT HERE

iring Reporter

Sherrill Draws
5-Year Sentence
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pump, as soon as electricity is
• Rules and entry blanks are available," Mr. Batton said.
available at the office of the
This is a part of the soil and
Caldwell County Soil Conserva- water conservation farm plan on
tion District, in the Farmers Na- Mr. Batton's farm.
tional Bank building.
PREPARE CALENDAR
By R. A. Mabry
WATER FROM SPRING
Representatives of the Caldwell
County
•
Agricultural Agencies
W. J. Batton of the Otter Pond
community h as developed a and the local soil conservation (Excerpt from "U. K. Dairy
Digest")
spring to furnish water for his district supervisors adopted a
calendar of soil and water conExperiments conducted at the
house and for his livestock.
"The water will be pumped servation activities which were Agricultural Experiment Station
timely for June, July and the have shown that calves can be
from the reservoir which I built
grown satisfactorily with no dried
first part of August.
Past‘o management was one skim milk in the calf starter, and
of • tilt llietivities. The points in with limited amounts of milk
pasturie management were: 1. from the herd. Calves taken from
ore you insulate your
Clip pastures. 2. Protect pastures their dams at 48 hours of age
from overgrazing. 3. Plan and were fed one pound of herd milk
use plants in the pasture program for each 10 pounds body weight
to furnish grazing at the differ- until 30 days of age, after which
ent seasons of the year. 4. Use the milk was decreased until at
excess pasture for hay or silage. 7 weeks they no longer received
5. Provide supplemental pasture milk. It was observed that dried
distillers' solubles could be subif needed.
See next week's column for an- stituted pound for pound in place
other part of the calendar of ac- of dried skim milk i% the calf
starter. Rye solubles and corn
tivities.
solubles were Compared as skim
CAPABILITY MAPS
Land capability maps were reper cent of slope and the deThinking of Insulating Your Home?
ceived this week at the district the
gree of erosion. It is used by landoffice for the farms of Clifford
ere is a big reason why big Industries like General Electric,
owners and the SCS Technician
Prowell, Mitchell Vinson, James
dspot. Kelvinator, Montgomery Ward, Servel and Westingconservation
E. Nelson, Jesse E. Lester, G. L. as they make a soil
and a number of others use Fiberglas Insulation.
farm plan to save the soil and
and
R.
L.
Chambers,
James
guaranteed
life
C.the
for
of
the
building against settling
is
increae its production.
and John Castleberry, Clifford E.
d losing insulation value, also against moisture and rot.
Maurice E. Humphrey, soil
Jackson,
Heber
Edwards,
L.
H.
the price is reasonable. Call or write us for free estimate.
Lowry, Floyd Hunter, Julian scientist of the Soil Conservation
Littlepage, W. R. Slaton, Elvin Service, prepares these maps for
•
Dunning and W. L. Adams.
the farm. This service is avail0. BERKLEY
What is a land capability map? able to the landowners of t h e
‘.0
Paducah
3 tiromi,
Phone 275
It is an aerial photograph of a county through their local soil
farm, showing the kind of soil, conservation district.
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Notice To Subscribers

Kentucky 4-H'ers
Win In Lamb Show

Auxiliary Lines, Monthly Rate
Inward Service Only, at Exchanges Where this
Service is Offered, Each Line
Kentucky 4-Hers scored heavi2-3 Business Individual
ly in this year's Tri-State Lamb
Line flat rate
Show and Sale at Evansville,
Toll Terminals, Monthly Rate
Ind. The champion lamb was a
At Exchanges Where This Service is Offered,
90 pounder owned by Ann BenEach
3-5 Business Individual
nett of Lyon county. It sold for
Line Flat Rate
$4 a pound. .
Billie Tichnor of Ohio county
Private Branch Exchange Stations
had the best five lambs, and FLAT RATE
MONTHLY RATE
Laura Williams, Henderson coun- Louisville
Business
ty, the best 10. The best five
$1.50
brought $35.75 a hundred and the
Residence
1.00
Other Exchanges in the State
best 10, $36.25.
Business
The reserve champion single
1.40
Residence
lamb was owned by Joe Milligan,
.90
Lyon county; the second-prize MESSAGE RATE
MONTHLY RATE
three lambs, laY. Betty Tichnor, Louisville
Business
Ohio county; the second-prize
$1.25 .
Hotel and Apartment House
five head, James Westerfield,
1.00
•
Residence
Ohio county, and the second-best
1.00
Other
Exchanges in the State
10, Maxie Martin, Lyon county.
A total of 1,950 lambs were exBusiness
milk substitutes.
1.15
Hotel and Apartment House
The starter containing the dried hibited by members of 4-H
.90
Residence
corn solubles appeared to give clubs, Future Farmers and-Yet;
wi
the best results, especially in erans. Six hundred and eighty •
Private
Branch
Exchange Trunks
economy of gain, since it requir- lambs were furnished by 4-H'ers TRUNK
LINES, each per month:
'ott.
ed only 2.2 pounds total digestible in Henderson, Ohio, Daviess,
Flat Rate:
nutrients (TDN) ftir each pound Christian, Hopkins, Lyon and
Both-way
11
/
2 Ind. Line Flat Rate
of gain as compared to 2.5 pounds Union counties, Kentucky.
Inward
Individual Line Flat Rate,
TDN for the calves on the other
Message Rate, in exchanges having a message rate
The Volta River system drains
schedule:
two rations.
(Louisville, Owensboro, Paducah and Frankfort)
the West African Gold Coast.
The ration containing the dried
First Trunk
-- Individual Line Message Rate
corn solubles, if home-mixed,
Additional, without Message
should contain the following inallowance, each per month .... ½ Ind. Line Message
Rate
gredients: 50 pounds linseed oil
Messages in excess of allowance
meal, 120 pounds ground oats, 80
on first trunk line .. Individual Line Excess Message
Rate
pounds ground yellow corn, 50
Message Rate in Connection with Hotel and Apartment
House
pounds wheat bran, 100 pounds
Service in Exchanges Not Having a Message Rate Schedule:
Your
distillers' dried corn solubles, 5
First both-way trunk, including an
pounds steamed bone meal, 5
Headquarters
allowance of 85 local messages, per month $6.00
pounds salt, /
1
2 pound cod liver
Additional Trunk without message
oil.
For
allowance, each
3.00
As the price offdried skim milk
Messages in excess of allowance on
deelinea there will be less interest
first trunk
.03
and need for using milk substi- Hopkinsville Rd.
Phone 3226
Individual Line Message Rate Service
tutes such as distillers' dried solPrinceton, Ky.
uble& in the calf starter.
Charge Per
Monthly
Message Message in Excess
Rate
Allowance
of Allowance
Louisville
$8.50
70
$.04
Owensboro and Paducah
6.50
85
.03
Frank fort
6.00
85
.03
Washington -(AP)- Electric
pumps boost farm family use of
water, says the U. S. Department
of Agriculture. Families which
pump water by hand often use
about six gallons per day per
pegson, it says. After a few years
of using power pumps this may
rise to 50 gallons per person per
day.
Many families which use hand
pumps do not know how much
time they. spend pumping and
carrying water, the department
suggests. It estimated that each
cow, horse or mule uses 10 to
15 gallons a day. A hog drinks
two gallons and 100 laying hens
two or three gallons. Much water
also is used in cleaning milk
equipment and vegetables for
market.

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

Ferguson Tractors

Federal Land Bank Loans
TAILORED TO FIT YOUR DEBT AND INCOME

Many farm loans are made hurriedly without
consideration of the debt to the income from the
farm. Oftentimes these loans fit neither the farm
nor the income from the farm.
FEDERAL LAND BANK loans are carefully
fitted to the farm debt as well as the farm income.

the contract.

ty,Of

cram.'eil
eitawasts WA*
sew Isomdesel
awls
,-.I°•
Sow a.'"ir
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&eve 0044

Allis-Chaimers
Dealer

make small principal payments. Interest at 4%
per annum, guaranteed throughout the term of

Pay as little as
$1 per week

NO APPLICATION - - - or APPRAISAL FEES

General Auto Supply Co.
"The Store of Friendly Service"
inceton, Kentucky

Phone 3240

Tractors Ease Trouble
Caused By Late Spring

Wm. M. YOUNG

AMORTIZED over a long period of time to

V4V
4 4'4

THE GARDEN I

Ky. Farm News

Boost Farm Water Use

5.

Ell

Pepper accounts for about 55
per cent of the world spice crops
-By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
WALKER HAS IT
Washington - (AP) - The
College of Agriculture and
late spring this year might have
Willsonite Sun Glasses
Home Economics
brought more farm troubles ex- (Ground and Polished Lenses)
411.111616111.1110011111.11114•111MuN,,,,,111111141111110111,,,,,,,,1111,
11.11010'
cept for the tractor, says the U.S.
TIMELY TOPICS
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
!merit-of- Agriculture.
The stint mmr winter ISOM
DIAL 3211
r7,7;. farms have increased their
many insects to survive ,r
,
come the parents of horde35't. use ortractors immensely in the
may plague gardens later. I os - last few years. When planting is
tunately, cool weather delayed delayed a farmer can catch up by
In an effort to find a suitable egg-laying and hatching.
running his tractor night and day
crop for poorly drained, acid soil
A case in point is that of tha or for long hours that would not
in McCracken county, blueberry Mexican bean beetle. While a few be possible with animals, the deplants have been set on two farms. over-wintered adults have ven- partment says. The net result this
It is estimated that last year's tured from their winter quarters, year is that much more of the
record of 600 acres planted on egg-laying is slow, and so is U.S. crop will be planted properthe contour in Rowan county will hatching, but that situation can ly than would have been possible
be changed by just a few warm when the number of tractors was
be exceeded this year.
3
4 smaller.
Seven homemakers in Harlan days. The first dusting with /
county have purchased electric per cent Rotenone (or better 1
per cent) should be made as us- Try A Leader Classified Ad!
ranges in the past year.
Due to late freezes, several ual when the first eggs are seen,
followed by another in 10 days,
thousand acres of Korean lespedeza in Madison county were re- and for good measure, a third in
five days again, to take care of
seeded in April.
an egg-laying period longer than
It is estimated that at least the customary
Increased rates for local exchange telephone service in the
10 days, with the
1,000 acres of alfalfa were seeded weather more
State of Kentucky to become effective on and after July
to this pest's likthis spring in Henry-county.
6, 1950, and increased rates for intra-state message toll
ing. It cannot be emphasized too
service to become effective July 6, 1950, which
Forty-five farmers in Hardin strongly that it is this first genwer
with the Kentucky Public Service Commission
county are participating in the eration that should be fought to
or‘
e
s4""
ratesfild
June 12, 1950, under the provisions of the Kentucky statutes,
green-pastures program.
a standstill, to reduce trOuble latfollows:
as
are
R. T. Smith of Horse Cave has er this summer.
Fewer gardeners than usual PRINCETON:
completed his milking parlor, the
complain of their cucumbers "dysecond in Hart county.
Local Service, Monthly Rate.
The largest strawberry plant- ing over night," and this may be
For Classes of Service Offered Under Applicable Tariffs
ing in 15 years was made this so because the striped cucumber
Business
Residence
spring in Bullitt county, when beetle likes warm weather, too.
Individual Line
$6.75
Individual Line
$3.25
Starting
dusting
300,000 plants were set.
when the seed2-Party Line
6.00
2-Party Line
2.75
lings
just
come up should not be
In Daviess county, 157 4-H
4-Party Line
5.25
4-Party Line
2.50
club girls took part in the style neglected; neither should the full
Rural Line
3.50
Rural Line
2.25
program that was outlined here
show at the county's rally day.
FREDONIA:
Land clearing in Pendleton several weeks ago.
Local Service, Monthly Rate
There is this cheering news
county is said to be proceeding
For Classes of Service Offered Under Applicable Tariffs
rapidly -by means of chain saws that many over-wintering insects
Business
Residence
and bull dozers equipped with may elect to starve in their quarIndividual Line
$5.75
Individual Line
ters, waiting for weather that
$2.75
root rakes.
2-Party Line
5.00
2-Party Line
2.25
Five hundred peach and apple suits them, but no gardener may
4-Party Line
4.50
4-Party Line
2.00
trees were set by 50 farmers in safely trust that possibility.
Rural Line
Judging from correspondence,
3.00
Rural Line
1.75
Leslie county.
Jessamine county homemakers there is high interest in hormoneSemi-Public Telephone Service
wired 75 coal oil lamps in one spraying of tomato blooms to At Exchanges. Having a Monthly
Daily Guarantee of Revenue
make them set fruit, and this,
month for electricity.
Business Individual Line Flat Rate of:
From Local Messages
Korean lespedeza continues to seedless. Experiments have shown
$15.50 or more
381
/
2c
be the number-one hay Crop in that the first two clusters are $10.75 or more but less than $15.50
25c
benefited,
but
no
further.
Also,
Estill county, said the county
8.75 or more but less than 10.75
20c
agent, with 40,000 pounds of seed that while seedlessness is accom8.00 or more but less than 8.75
191
/
2c
plished,
the
fruits
a
r
e
hollowbeing sold for hay crops.
7.50 or more but less than 8.00
161
/
2c
cheeked because the seed is lack7.25 or more but less than 750
18c
ing to plump them out.
6.25 or more but less than 7.25
17c
Electric Power Pumps .
less than 6.25
16c

NUO

y OLIVER C. ALLCOCK
Soil Conservation Service)
tdttttirti in -py
t
a trip to Louisville for grand
winners to the annual farni
ds'Iuncheon with all expensid-is being offered in the
Tum Wallace Soil and Water,
st and Wildlife Conservation
. It is sponsored again this
by The Courier-Journal,
Louisville Times and Radio
a WHAS, in cooperation
the Kentucky Association
1 Conservation District Susots.
e Clift Brothers of the Crider
unity and Raymond Stroobe

Page Five

THREE RIVERS NAT'L
FARM LOAN ASSOCIATION
DIAL 3331
PRINCETON,

P. 0. BOX NO 76
KENTUCKY

•

Class A Service Stations
Flat rate Service is furnished at a rate for each station
of one-sixth
of the rate applicable for individual line business flat
rate service
within the base rate area, the minimum rate per line
being the rate
for individual line business flat rate service,
ithin the base rate
area. If there are less than six stations connected to
one line, the
rate for each station is the rate for six stations
divided by the
number of stations connected to' the line.
Class C Service Stations
Flat rate service is furnished at a rate for each both-w
ay trunk line
of twice the individual line business flat rate applicable
within the
base rate area. Trunk lines to be used for one-way service
from the
Telephone Company's central office are not furnished.
Intrastate Message Toll Service,
Initial period rates for station to station, day, night and
Sunday toll
message rates will be increased only five cents ($.05) on calls
within
88 miles, and beyond 88 miles the rate will be
increased five cents
($.05) to fifteen cents ($.15); the majority of the increases
being five
cents ($.05) and ten cents ($.10).
Initial period rates for person to person, day, night and
Sunday toll
message rates will be'increased five cents ($.05) on
calls within 56
miles and beyond 56 miles the rate will be increased
from five cents
($.05) to twenty-five cents (L25).
The overtime rate per minute for some station
to station calls will
be increased by five cents ($.05). On some person
to person calls an
increase of five cents (L05) and ten cents ($.10)
will be made; the
majority of the increases being five cents (L05).

Southern Bell Telephone And
Telegraph Company
C. J. YATES
Kentucky Manager
50 31c

•
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles Leon Bice,
Fredonia route 1, on the arrival
Mrs. Carl 0. Moore lift Wit saMorrdn., WRan(o)ydodall,
of a son, June 13. He has been
Jan:tte a4411:
week for a 'Visit of two weeks
mined -Bohan Lee Rice.
and
mother
husband's
her
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with
Garnett
Mr. and Mrs.
Lucindad and
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will
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morning
Stevenday
Russell Woodait,
Morris Seymore, June 6.
tist Church was the scene of the daughter of Mrs. Alvin
mother, Mrs,0. C.
the
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Mr. and Mrs. Russell Len Mc- Green and her
marriage of Miss Catherine Mil- son, of Princeton, became
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visit in
tiride of Mr. Homer Brown, Jr.,
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and
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Mrs.
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Homer,
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and
Mr.
of
son
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been
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to
has
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Hopper of Princeton,
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sell Junior McDaniel.
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relatives
and
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impressive
Charles Dowdy of Hapkinsville,
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night.
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past
church
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Saturday morning at eight o'clock
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Sherrill on the birth of a son,
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thu
Mr.'and Mrs. Alfred Shore and schools
The Rev. Joe Callender, pastor
with the Reverend J. H. Maddox
Donald George Sherrill, June 14.
last year, moved
mother,
of the church, performed the
officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wurtman, children and Mr. Shore's
rt:eHire
have returnbefore an
101 Good street, on the arrival Mrs. M. H. Blythe,
Miss Hopper was attired in a double ring ceremony
with relatives in
gladioli '
of a daughter, Janice Celeste, ed from a visit
ofHaaroldw
church iinsothat
white organdy dress with white altar banked with palms,
n,ll
cisityhiatd
North Carolina.
June 15.
accessories and she wore a single and candles in branched and tiercandelabra.
ed
and
Fred
Talley
Mrs.
and
Mr.
flue, has been
purple orchid.
•
sots, Barry, left yesterday for a home thtidhs el.wseek. djd,laconfined
;c,..
The bride was attended by Mrs. Preceding the ceremony, Mrs.
Entertain
Tandys
Louisville,
through
played
visit
organist,
weekend
Crider,
Cboper
green
wore
a
who
Richard Brame,
At.Kentucky Lake
Lexington, Harrodsburg and othorgandy dress with white acces- "Ave Maria" (Schumann), "I
J.
Love You'Truly", "Because" and
Mr. 'and Mrs. James Tandy, er points o! historic interest in tended the wedding
sories and white gardenias.
state.
DurLife."
section
of
the
Mystery
of
that
Sweet
"0
with
a
entertained
road,
Cadiz
hrrediyinngand Rev. S.
Edward Dowdy served as his
ing the ceremony Mrs. Crider
picnic at Kentucky Lake Sunday
WineenjeDe
Mr. and Mrs. William Haskins, tK
udi a. nMurray \War.
brother's best man.
n e" (Dede
L
u
played
"Clare
Y.
TanWilliam
Sgt.
visiting
in honor of
Mrs. Rosenthal also ,se
of Hammond. Ind., are
After a honeymoon trip to the
Bussy). The "Bridal Chorus"
dy and Mrs. Tandy of Birming- Mrs. Haskin's sister, Mrs. Her- the announcement tea -,
Smokey Mountains, t h e groom
was
(Wagner)
from Lohengrin
ham, Alabama.
schel Campbell and Mr. Camp- the Woman's Club in
will resume his position with
used for the'processional and the
be
Tuekitty dftn,noon
u lij
Others attending the picnic ,g
Cayce-Yost. The bride is emrdle'rt
"Wedding March" (Mendelssahn)
and Mrs. Paul Johnston,
were Mrs. Laura Bell Rogers,
ployed at Planter's Bank, Hopwas used for the recessional, folThe average ad .
Mrs. Ella Parrent, Mr, and Mrs. Louisville, were the weekend
kinsville.
lowing a solo "0 Perfect Love",
of Mrs. Johnston's parents, mus weighs about
Earl Parrent, Mrs. Agnes Piercy,
sung'by Rev. Callender.
An adult hipp,;
Mrs. J. J. Tandy, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Worrell, West
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Giannini,
eat 400 pounds of
Herschel Stephens, Mr. and Mrs. Main street.
Cadiz road, had as-their dinner _The bride, who entered on the
Father's Day guests in the home shoots in a night.
Garland Tandy and children, Larguests Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. R. arm of Mr. Thomas Lacy, who
ry, Jim and Kathy; Miss Mae HolRoy Towery, Princeton, and Mr. gave her in marriage, wore a
The
Only Outboards With
loway, Mrs. Walter Blackburn,
and Mrs. Raymond Shultz, Pa- gown of pastel blue pique with
ballerina length skirt. She carMr. Stephen Parrent, all of
ducah.
party
wedding
Miss Betty Sue Cruce, daughter members of the
,ried a prayer book, from which
Princeton, and Mr. and Mrs. HarMiss Bessie Brelsford, Mr. and fell streamers knotted with sweet of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Cruce, immediately following the cere- ry M. Snyder and sons, Jim and
Mrs. Frank Blackburn, Mrs. Wil- pea blossoms.
Crayne, Kentucky, became tl.c mony at the Princeton Hotel.
Ronald, Evansville.
Following the wedding breaklie Sells, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Miss Imogene Ramey, of Eddy- bride of Mr. Donald Joseph GranGranstaff left
Talley and son, Barry.
vile, was the bridesmaid. She staff, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. fast, Mr. and Mrs.
to Lake Wa Wa Barretts Entertain
wore a replica of the bride's cos- Granstaff -of this city on Friday, for a wedding trip
Indiana.
With Birthday Dinner
tume, in pastel pink and carried June 16, which was also the See in northern
groom's birthday anniversary.
The bride is a graduate of the
a colonial bouquet.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. BarMr. William Brown, of Dawson
The double ring 'ceremony was Marion High School and is now rett entertained a number of relSprings. served his brother as performed at the First Baptist serving as dental assistant in the atives and friends with a birthday
best man. Ushers were Lee Car- Church with the Rev. H. G. M. office of Dr!''Robert Gordon.
dinner at their home in the DuThe groom is a graduate of But- laney community Sunday in hondin and James W. McCaslin, both Metier, pastor, officiating.
attended
has
School
and
High
ler
of Princeton.
The church was decorated with
or of Mr. Martin Oliver's birthAfter a wedding trip, the con- gladiola,. larkspur and regal ill- Wabash College and Western day.
University
three
years.
He
State
plue will make their home on lies.
Guests enjoying the hospitality
Cadiz street.
Preceding the ceremony Mrs. is now in business with his fath- of the home were Mr. and Mrs.
Hotel.
The bride, a graduate of the Frank Giannini, Sr., organist, per- er in the Princeton
Martin Oliver and Mrs. Betty
1.If
S..
#1
After June 26 the couple will be
1950 class of Butler High School, sented a program of nuptial muGarrett, Lamasco: Mr. and Mrs.
represented Butler in both Cie sic. During the pledging of the at home at 321 South Seminary Frank Lacy and Mr. and Mrs.
district and state musical con- vows she played very softly, street.
Lyman Kilgore, Princeton; Mr.
tests.
"The Sweetest Story Ever Told",
and Mrs. Noah Thompson, EddyMr. Brown was graduated from "Always", and the "Desert Song." Family Reunion Held
ville; Mrs. John H. Stinebaugh
Dawson Springs High School and She played "The Bridal Chorus"
and daughter, Nina Catherine,
Patmor
Home
At
L.
L.
also attended Murray State from Lohengrin (Wagner) for the
Clarksdale, Miss., and the hosts.
Forty-nine relatives and friends
Teachers College. He is now em- processional and Mendellssohn's
ployed at the Princeton Hosiery "Wedding March" for the reces- met at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Jean Adams, daughter of Mr.
L. L. Patmor on West Main
Mill.
sional.
•
and Mrs. Carter Adams, Highland
Out-of-town guests included
The bride was attired in a street Sunday for an annual fam- avenue, entertained with a slumMr. and Mrs. Homer Brown, Sr., white summer suit with white ac- ily reunion and dinner. Guests ber party at het -home Thursday
Parents of the bridegroom, and cessories. Her flowers were pink present included:
night. Girls enjoying the party
SALES
SERVICE
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Patmor ar I were Carolyn Adams, Jo ne t
their sons, Coy a n d Wayne rosebuds and gardenias. Her
Brown; Misses Lena Earl Rum- something old was her mother's three children, Mr. and Mrs. French, Melanie Rowland, Phylpus, Hazel Dawn Johnson, Emma plain gold wedding band which Doug Alexander and son. Mr. and lis Stevens and Jackie Hunsaker. iPhOile 2028
Princeton,
Carperter and Delores Ladd; she wore on a tiny chain around Mrs. George Patmor and son, Mr.
and Mrs. George Larne and two
Messrs. James Thomas, Burr Dav- her neck.
is, C. R. English and George Earl
Mrs. Dennis Marvel served as children, Mr. and Mrs. Crawford
Ausenbaugh, all of Da w son matron of honor for her sister. Patmor, Mr. and Mrs. Liston PatSprings: Misses Betty Nix and She wore a navy sheer dress wlfh ggpir,Mr. and Mrs. R ilph StalAlpha McGough of Murray, and white accessories. Her flowers lions and son, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Taylor and son, all of Marion.
Mr. Bob Osborne of Louisville.
were pink rosebuds.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Patmor,
A reception was given in the
Mr. Jack Granstaff served his
and Mr. and Mrs. Hil'ery Barnett
parlor of the church immediately brother as best man.
following the ceremony. A beauThe bride's mother chose for Love, Evansville; Mr. and Mrs.
One A type treated timbershaftheadframe, 36 feet high
tiful three-tier wedding cake her daughter's wedding, a gray Orb Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. William
from
base
to center line of sheave. Headframe in use only 15
decorated, the table and Mrs. sheer printed dress and black ac- Duke, Charles Neal Taylor, MarJames McCaslin and Miss Virgie cessories. She wore a corsage of ion, and Mr. and Mrs. Fo at er
months.
lirimble and daughter, Louella.
Barnett presided at the punch red roses.
bowl.
Mrs. Granstaff, mother of the Ourna; Mr. and Mrs. Billy Morris,
Designed and built to U. S. Bureau of Mines specification;
groom, wore a navy blue taffeta Nashville.
Miss Carol Ann Hawkins, of dress with while aceessories. Her
Princeton guests were W. H.
Lexington, is visiting her grand- shoulder corsage was of sweet- Wo'hdruff, father of Mrs. Patitior,.
Located at Hutson Zinc property, near Salem, Kentucky
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Basil Haile, peas.
Mr.i. Owen Ingram, Mr. and
Drawings
available to buyer and inspection invited onv
Highland avenue.
A breakfast was served for the L. L. Patmor and son, Don.

Cruce - Granstaff

The Last Class
Beyond the shivering wind of the
season
We wait in the lighted room,
Hearing the ivy rustling on the
wall,
Hearing the beetle sigh in the
thicket.
Across the way are the car tracks:
they bear
The burden of the peopled days—
People with bundles and conditioned culture,
Feeding on their memories artfully.
In busy classrooms there are pencils working,
And coiljng sentences swiftly unwoven.
But this is alinost over: the rooms
are closing,
And the books will be .put on the
shelves;
We who were so busy with our
papers
Will go our separate ways to the
world.
--Daniel Smythe

Brelsfords Entertain
Mr. and Mrs. William Brelsford
entertained with a six o'clock
dinner at their new home on Morgan avenue Saturday evening in
honor of Mrs. F. B. Green and.
her mother, Mrs. 0. C. Catlett of
Columbia, South Carolina.
Others included among the
guests were Mrs. Ida Brelsford,
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0
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Doris Dodson and Nelly Donn
Dresses. See Them Today.
•
Travel Dresses in Crepe and Linen
with Jackets. Flattering to any
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See The

PAPOOS
• 125 Miles
• Low Initial
• No Parking
• It Folds! . .
Boat, Train .
•Transportat
Shop, to Pl.
• Anybody C
SEE THIS "P.

PRINCETO
est Main

RANDOLPH MOTOR

Levine in Sheers and Crepes for
Every Figure.

Sala teloid elila Rail

FOR SALE

SPECIAL BUY

1

time through June 28.

Mrs. James W. Walker
Entertains At Bridge
Mr, James W. Walker entertained with a bridge party.at her
home, 503 West Market street,
Friday night. Guests included:
Mesdames Hilley Ba rne t 1,
.1 a m es Shrewsbury, Stanley
Sharp, Billy McElroy, Joe Long,
Harry Long, Tom Simmons. Freddy Stallins, Hewlett Morgan, B.
K. Amos, William Childress,
Coriper-Critier:-Thirr Buttei nun e,
Peter Pitke, Willard Moore, C. H.
Jaggers, Richard Morgan, Madie
Jones, R. T. Humphries and Miss
Mary Loftus.
Mrs. Freddy Stallins and Mrs.
Tom Simmons won visitors prizes.
Mrs. Cooper Crider, Mrs. Willard
Moore and Mrs. William Childress won prizes for members
of the club.

Ladies' & Children's Shortie

Mostly Seersuckers
Require NO Ironing
Elastic Waist — Tailored To Fit

for the young in

INKEL'S
AIR STORE

heart

For youthful tables and modern homes,
there's nothing nicer than Century. Its
smart appearance will excite you. Ita
moderate price will surprise you. . and
so much to choose from: complete table
settings or many choice accessory pieces.
Come in to discover open stock Cenitiry
in our glassware department.

We Also Have A Complete
Line Of American Pattern

ELDRED HARDWARE CO.
PHONE 2751

— CONTACT —
J. K. Chambers or R. R. Flanery, Alcoa Mining
Company, Rosiclare, Ill., or Cornelius Rotes, Salem, Kentucky.

Marvin A. Rawls, Cerulean, was
a guest in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. R. D. Leech on South Jefferson Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Goforth
and children, Bettie and Johnie,
have returned to their home in
Erwin, Tenn., after a visit with
Mrs. Goforth's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Adams, 200 Franklin street.

,Nd'imatter where you
buy that car you've
so long been dreaming of, let this agency
provide you with positive insurance protection against loss by
fire, theft or accident.

MARK CIII/NINNAAI
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These Hot Summer

Days

BLUES - REDS - WHITES - GREENS - MULTI COLORS

*ASK TO SEE - - Our Washable Shoes In Summenettes

McCASLIN'S SHOE STORE
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T R Feagan left Sunday day School at Sturgis Presbyterfor Wichita, Kans., where ian church.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hearod
\ iSit her -daughter, Mrs.
Mater, and Mr. Miller.
taxes:its,.
ill accompany her. son, Zula Burton in Rosiclare, Ill.,
Fesgan, home. He has Sunday.
owe' weeks as guest of
Miss Ada .Leeper and Walter
Mrs. Miller.
Leeper visited their brother,
days
few
Frank Leeper, and Mrs. Leeper
t Fralick spenta
in Madisonville Sunday.
k in Peoria, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale.-Faughn left
nd Mrs. Guy Nichols and
ogene Wigginton were Monday for Lexington, where
night dinner guests of Mr. Faughn will attend summer
Mrs. John F. Rice.
school at the Unive}sity.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Nichols have
and IMrs. Dale Faughn
nday dinner guests of Mr. returned from a visit with their
daughter, Mrs. Tip Downing, and
s A. J. Eldridge.
,..le Nichols left Monday Mr. Downing in Williamsburg,
or lie where she will at- Va.
Capt. Albert Burnett left Satmer school.
Hillyard and Mrs. Isaac urday night for Ft. Sill, Okla.,
isited Misses Hettie and after being called here by the
Icy in Owensboro Sun- serious illness of his father-inroute they attended Sun- -law, T. L. Grubbs, who died Sun-

See The Sensational New

PAPOOSE MOTORCYCLE
• 125 Miles Per Gallon
• Low Initial Cost - - - Low Upkeep
• No Parking or Garaging Problem
• It Folds! . . . Take It Anywhere By Car,
Boat, Train or Plane
• Transportation to'Work, to School, to
Shop, to Play
• Anybody Can Ride The Papoose
SEE THIS "POCKET PRODIGY" AT

PRINCETON CYCLE SHOP
Phone 3688

Mo

Princeton, Ky.

Prince*

eet high
only 15

Dawson Road

Deaths & Funerals

Mr. George Powell and Leroy
Young were in Dawson Springs
Sunday.
Mr. Everett Dillingham was
elleel—be.-54sweiteneowse gaturdityy
due to the serious illness of his
daughter, Pauline.
Mr. and Mrs. William Jackson
are visiting in Princeton.
Mrs. Fannie Faughn was in
Princeton Saturday.
Mr. Sheltie Howton has been
visiting in Dawson Springs.
Mr. Dewey P'Poole was called
home from Clarksville Saturday
by the death of his father.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Stalling
were in Princeton Sunday.
Mrs. Cora McNeely and daughter spent the weekend as guests
of Mrs. George Franklin.
Monroe Powell visited his family Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Bill Palmer called on Mr.
George Franklin Friday night.

Dr. L. 0. Young
Funeral services for Dr. L. 0.
Young, 78, Dawson Springs, were
conducted from the First Baptist
urch-in-that.-Iowa- lastday afternoon, the Rev. A. L.
Meacham, pastor of the church,
officiating. A short service was
held at the graveside and burial
was in Millwood Cemetery near
Cobb.
Dr. Young had been a practicing phylician in Caldwell and
Hopkins counties for the past 50
years, retiring because of a heart
ailment about a year ago. A native of the Cobb community of
the county, he practiced medicine
in that and surrounding sections
for about 35 years, then moving
to Dawson Springs. He was a devoted member of the Harmony
Baptist Church and was active in
the First Baptist Church work at
Dawson Springs after moving to
that place.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Maggie Porter Young; daughter,
Mrs. Sanford Taylor, a n d two
grandchildren, Mrs:- Barbara Peters and Carroll Taylor, all of
Dawson Springs.

day. Mrs. Burnett and son, Myron, remained.
James Arnold Canada and Mr.
Howerton, of New Jersey, are
visiting the former's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Willis Canada and family.
William B. P'Pool
Mr. Hubert Jaco and daughter,
Funeral services f o r William
Katie Jean, of Fulton, were vis"Uncle Billy" P'Pool
xan In- Buckner
H
n ogan, an am
itors of Mr. J. E. Hillyard and A CH MPION OM S B
were conducted from the home in
other friends in town for a Short jured seriously in an auto accident the -past year, climaxed his
the Blue Spring community in
time Saturday afternoon.
comeback trail last week by winning the United States Open Golf Trigg county Sunday afternoon
A barn on the farm of Mrs. W. Championship after a three-tivay tie playoff June 11 at Merlon
by the Rev. Colley, pastor of the
B. Conway was destroyed by fire Country Club, Ardmore, Pa. Hogap smiles as he holds the winBethesda Methodist Church. BurSaturday night, with about 400 ner's trophy.(AP Wirephoto)
ial was in the Dyer Cemetery
bushels of corn being burned.
Crawford are visiting their sister, near his home.
Cause of the fire was not known.
Mrs. N. Y. Brandon in Riverside,
Mr. P'Pool would have been 91
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young,
Calif.
years of age in December, and
Evansville, and Mr. Mark Crider,
A picnic supper was enjoyed at
Vacation Bible School will start was a native of Trigg county.
Chicago, were weekend guests of
the home of Rev. W. H. Ladd and at the Eddy Creek Baptist Church Early in life he joined the BeMr. and Mrs. Veldin Yandell.
thesda Methodist Church and was
family Friday night.
June 26.
Our little town and communiSunday School attendance here
Mr. and Mrs. Brad Lacy visited an active church worker until
ty was saddened by the death of
confined to his home.
at the home of M. P. Brown Sun- he became
one of our beloved citizens, T. L. Sunday was 85.
He was married to Miss Sarah
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brown day.
Grubbs, who passed away at the
. 12
Marion Hospital Sunday night af- and "Steve" of Elkton spent the
Mrs. Roy Powell and children E. Lester and to this union
ter an illness of only a few days. weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Wylie and Mrs. Orville Phelps of Louis- children were born, three of
Surviving
Deepest sympathy is extended Brown and family.
ville visited Mr. and Mrs. Ver- whom died in infancy.
are Robert, who resides at the
the bereaved family.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Weeks and non Burchett last week.
home farm; Ebb of near MontLadies Aid of the Cumberland daughters spent Sunday with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wells of gomery; Mrs. Floyd Gray, HopPresbyterian church met with and Mrs. Charles Lester.
Paducah visited Mr. and Mrs. kinsville; Jack, Cobb; Dewey,
Mrs. Attie Bugg and Mrs. Dave
Jerry and Phyllis Brenda. of Frank Wells Sunday.
Princeton and Erin, Tenn.; BarPerkins Thursday night.
Fredonia are spending a few
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Lewis were ney, Princeton; *Mrs. Harvey AlMr. and Mrs. Dave Perkins arid weeks with their grandparents,
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. evander, Cadiz; and Mrs. Lacy
children, June, Jerry and Bruce, Mr. and Mrs. Hoy Sisk. Their
J. Hogan.
English, Detroit. Mrs. P'Pool preand Mrs. Allie Bugg left Sunday mother and Mrss. Willis King
Mr. and Mrs. Orley Armstrong ceded him in death in 1907.
for Augusta, Ga., and other
Mr. P'Pool was later married
daughter, Jackie, Hopkinsville, of Indianapolis are planning to
points south for vacation.
and to Miss Anna Watkins Brandon.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Taylor, spent the weekend with her par- spend the week with Mr.
Five children survive this marMrs. Travis Sisk and family.
Evansville, spent the weekend ents, Mr. and Mrs. Byrd Guess.
Mrs. William Adams and chil- riage. They are Noble, Cadiz; HarRev. and Mrs. Holland Thomas
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
are the parents of a son, Phillip dren spent Wednesday night with ry Lewis, Hopkinsvire, Webb,
Ivan H. Bennett.
near Cadiz; Mrs. Haydon Adams,
2 ounces, Mr. and Mrs. Luther Mitchell.
,
Mr. A. J. Eldridge was taken to Howard, 7 pounds, 2;
The Eddy Creek Homemakers Cadiz, route 2, and Clinton, who
I.C. Hospital in Paducah Sunday born at Riverside hospital in Pawill meet with Mrs. Pepper Jones lives on the old home farm. Two
ducah, Friday, June 16th.
for observation and treatment.
sisters, Mrs Harve Hall and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Koon and June 22.
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson,
Dick Lester, also survive
Paducah, spent the weekend with daughter, Diane, Georgetown,
All 14 living children, a numMr. and Mrs. Virgil Smith and
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. spent the weekend with his pare 38 grandchildren and
two sons, Bill and Al, have reents, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Koon.
Henson.
great-grandchilMrs. Lee Foster, Rector, Ark., turned from an extensive vaca- many f the 37
Mrs. J. J. Koon is seriously ill
the last rites.
is visiting her uncle, Loyd Wad- tion 'trip through the southern dre attended
at her home.
allbearers were grandsons,
and western states.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hoke and ilington and Mr's. Wadlington.
illie and E. L. P'Pool, Robert
Gray, Handel P'Pool, Roy Blaine
and James Alexander.
Flower girls were his granddaughters, Mrs. Charles Stallins,
Miss Sarah Joyce Scott. Mrs. Nu.com Thomas, Mrs. Anne Moseley
P'Pool, Mrs. Alfred Reddick, Mrs.
E. L. P'Pool, Mrs. R. D. McAlister, Miss Linda Alexander, Miss
Elizabeth P'Pool English, and
Mrs. Willie P'Pool.

Eddy Creek News
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*Gorgeous Cottons
*Sheer Bembergs
•Piques and Embossed Cottons
*Rayon-Nylon Combinations

ining
5, 501-

Needinore for the past 25 years,
were conducted from the Liberty
Church Monday afternoon at 2:00
p.m. Burial was in the church
cemetery.
Mr. Nichols died at his homo
early Sunday mot fling following
-01-4110Yt.f4s1-weeks,
vivors are the wife; one son,
Reba Nichols, and one sister, MIT:"
Boothie Morse, Eddyville.
Pallbearera were Al, J. R., N.
H., and Leonard Baker, Shellie
and Carmon Kenneday.
Flower girls included Mts.
Blondell Oates, Miss Bonnie
Oates, Mrs. Alma Kenneday, Miss
Patsy Kenneday, Mrs. Rebecca
Jenkins, Mrs. Agnes Morse, Miss
Ella Morse and Barbara Nell
Morse.

William Mack Nichols

Announcement
Norman T. Reid, agent for the
Commonwealth Life Insurance
Company In Princeton for the
past Six months, is no longer connected with that firm, it was announced this week by C. K.
eite-dietrirt-wranager
51-Ito
Mrs. Burnell Whitsett received
a B. A. degree from Western
State College at the recent grad
uation program. Formerly Miss
Jo Ann Dunham of Little Rock,
Arkansas, she is a graduate from
the Senior High School of that
city. She was married to Mr.
Whitsett early this year.
Try A Leeder Classified Ad!

IF YOUR WATER BILLS SEEM HIGH don't blame
the water meter or your department officials.

STOP THE LEAKS!
You probably do not realize that a driooing
Faucet or other unsuspected leaks may be the
cause.

Water Waste at 40 Pounds Pressure
• a 1-32" leak wastes 170 gallons in 24 hours
•a 1-16" leak wastes 970 gallons in 24 hours
•a 1-8" leak wastes 3600 gallons in 24 hours
At 20c per thousand gallons the smallest of these
leaks will add over $12.00 to your annual water
bill.
-- stop the leaks --

H. B. YATES, Supt. Water Dept.

At CAYCE-YOST You Can Get
SEED CORN:
Hybrid - white and yellow
_ Open Pollinated

SUDAN GRASS
MIXED PEAS
SOY BEANS
SEED IRISH POTATOES
for late planting

GARDEN SEED
Blackeye, and crowder peas and others.

COMPLETE INSECTICIDES
Chlorodane, Toxaphene, Lindane,
Rotenone, 50% and .5' DDT, 2-4,D
Paris Green, and others.

BINDER AND BALER TWINE
BALE TIES
Everything for Farm and Home
IN HOPKINSVILLE IT'S

CAYCE-YOST COMPANY

Funeral services f o r William
Mack Nichols, 69, merchant at

Top dollar "Go"
Only Ford in its field offers
you • choice of "Go" power
. . . either the smooth
precision-built 100-h.p. V-8
or its companion-in-quality,
the advanced 95-h.p. Six.

Top dollar style
Never before could you get
so much car beauty for so
little money ... only Ford
has been selected for tbe
Fashion Academy Award for
two successive years.

kiaTop Dollar car

Amazing New Low
Mark-Down Prices

$4004477
1177
ks! PLUS
ality! Run
!

PLUS

Stripes! Florals! Prints! Pastels! Alive with color!
Waffle and wale piques! Percales! Seersuckers!
Wonderfully washable! Very
practical! Misses', women's,
. Meg. U. S. Pat. OE.

PENNEY'S

Long dollar mileage
Not only do miles seem
shorter in a Ford, but they
cost you less. A Ford is
economical to buy, economical to run and, because of
its long-lived quality, high
in value at resale time.

Top dollar yoke
Ford brings you big-car
features •t small-car
cost . . . features like
Ford's 35% easier-acting brakes, Sofa-Wide
seats, smooth "Mid
Ship" Wide in • soundconditioned "Lifeguard"
Body-• body that's
built and finished to
"live outdoors."

Hundreds to pick from and not one
dull style. See this lovely array
during Penney's first summer markdown. Buy two or three at these
sensationally low prices and save.

Junior, Misses, Women
and Half Sizes. Starts
today .. . Come and Get
Them...

Phone 2028

ThurWay, June 22
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Modern Pressures
Make Rearing Of
Child Difficult

The pepper vine may reach 20
feet in the wild state, but is gene
*rally cut to half that height uncultivation.
Two musk' clinics, one for der
ensembles
Pepper was once considered so
string orchestras and
Walker's Drugs & j
and one for bands, will be held valuable that it doubled for
1)141 3211
money.
this summer at the University of
Kenbenefit
of
the
for
Kentucky
tucky high school mpsicians and
their teachers. The string clinic,
sch—ichilator1Y-114:211;" WM-be
under the direction of Miss Elizabeth Greene of the University of
Michigan. Bernard Fitzgerald of
the University of Texas will conduct the band clinic, set for July
91 to August 4. There will be no
charge for either clinic and the
University will provide housing
for students and teachers free of
charge. The programs are sponhappy to bring, for your listening pleasure QeacuhASRuiv
sored by the U. K. Department of
Morning — 8:30 to 9 A. M. — Wpl
Music.

Free Music Clinics
To Be Offered By UK

Business Outlook Is
Good Says UK Dean
The nation's immediate business
outlook is bright, Dr. C. C. Carperter, dean of the University of
Kentucky College of Commerce,
said last week in an address before an audience of bankers atWading the third annual Kentucky. School of Banking at Lexington. Present conditions which
lessen the hazards of severe future depressions, he said, ase
more efficient credit controls,
more caution in business itself, a
government policy committed to
stabilizing employment, and
slowly accumulating eligibility for
benefits under Social Security.

By David Taylor Marke
Love is not enough for emofronallY di sturber
writes Bruno Bettelheim, in a
book just out bearing that 'title.
(The Free Press, Glencoe, Ill.,
54.50). It is the story of the University of Chicago's Sonia Shankman Orthogenic School where
life is made livable again for
children who have turned away
from a world that brought them
too much misery.
parAccording to Bettelheim, head entiously strive to be good
of the school and Associate Pro- ents. But more and more of them
fessor of Educational Psychology, become weary of the struggle to
their
new methods have been develop- arrange life sensibly for
pressures
ed for helping delinquent, schizo- children, while modern
phrenic, neurotic, end just plain create more and more insensible
unhappy children whose distur- experiences which are added to
bances had failed to respond to the life of the child. More and
all previous efforts at treatment. more they are exposed to crowd"Modern living conditions," he ed living quarters, to overstimsays, "have made is much more ulating and incomprehensible exdifficult for parents to create a periences through radio and telesetting in which both their own vision, and have to face almost
legitimate needs and the needs of daily some new gadget they must
their children can be satisfied learn to master or avoid."
Many a tired parent finds himwith relative ease. That is why
love alone is not enough aq. pelf giving up his effort to put
dangerous or breakable things out
must be supplemented by deli
a
erate efforts on the part of the of a child's reach; to substitute
parent. Fortunately most parents no! no!, or a slap on the hands,
love their children and consci- for the simpler way of putting

Dead Stock
WANTED

STOMACH SUFFERERS
at Harvard UniPIGEONS PLAY TABLE TENNIS: Two pigeons zompete in a game of table tennis
psychology. A
professor
of
Skinner,
Dr.
B.
F.
experiment
by
an
during
Mass.,
Cambridge,
versity at
his beak, and
it
with
bats
He
players.
one
of
the
toward
roll
allowed
to
is
middle
ball placed in the
a trough in front
his opponent tries to bat it back. When one player misses the ball, it rolls into
Skinner is using the pigeons
of him. This opens the feeding station in front 3f his opponent. Dr.
pigeons are handy at are
to discover new methods for studying human belavior. Other things the
playing tunes on a piano, push buttons to get food, tell time and understand changing colors—
like traffic lights. (AP Wirephoto)
things out of reach. "The result
is," says Bettelheim, "the frequent and often angry 'nos' convince the child that finding out
things for himself is dangerous
and disapproved of by parents;
that this is a world full of incomprehensible dangers where
the safe thing to do is to do nothing, or only what parents explicitly permit. Often, too, the
child is convinced in the end that
to try to find out for oneself is

for

up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which ore disinfected

• GOOD QUALITY

daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
*GOOD VALUE
• IN GOOD TASTE

Henry & Henry
Phone 3244

Princeton, Yky.

Good Telephone Service
Requires Increased Rates
Meeting Kentucky's needs for good telephone service
is important to everybody in the state. That's
why the following facts are important to you.

1 Southern bell's Kentucky rates based on costs of two years ago
Present rates are based on costs of providing service as of March 31, 1948. More
than two years' experience has proved these rates too low to provide the good,
improved and expanded service that Kentucky requires today.
Costs of providing service have risen sharply in past two years
A general wage increase in February 1949 added $926,000 a year to our wage
costs in Kentucky. Depreciation costs also went up. Employee pension costs
went Op. Social Security tax rates went up. Other costs also went up—and
wage costs are going up further as a result of a shortening of wage schedules
in May 1950. Speaking of wages—from 1939 through 1949, wage increases added
$6,900,000 a year to our wage costs in Kentucky. The annual revenue from rate
increases since 1939 is failing by $2,700,000 to cover this one item alone—to say
nothing of all the other cost increases.
Telephone facilities cost a great deal more today
(Inc of the biggest reasons why revised rates are needed is the increased cost
of new facilities required to provide good, improved and expanding service. To
illustrate—present subscriber rates are based on our investment on March 31,
1948, when that investment averaged $204 per telephone, but facilities for each
telephone added since that date have cost $325. Subscriber rates intended to
provide only a reasonable return for a $204 telephone are, of course, too low
for a $325 telephone—leaving an investment of $121 per telephone for which
present rates provide no return at all.

4 Good telephone service calls for additional mew facilities
Added telephones increase the value of service for existing subscribers because
they can reach and be reached by more people. Since 1945, we have added
116,000 telephones in Kentucky. Adding them, and improving the service in
other ways, has cost $51,000,000 in new facilities. Further progress and development in Kentucky require a further improved and expanded telephone service,
which in turn calls for large quantities of new facilities—$10,000,000 in 1950
alone, with continued heavy constrOtion also needed for the next several years.

5 New facilities require adequate earnings to attract capital

The first American airplane faality is believed to have been an
rmy flier killed in 1908 at Fort
yer, Va.

Cost Of Collision
Insurance Reduced

One of the newest words is
State Insurance Director Spalding Southall has approved a re- radiothermics", defined as the
duction of ten per cent in the cost application of heat generated by
of collision insurance for Kentuc- adio waves", such as is used in
ky motorists over twenty-five
olding plastics.
years of age who do not use their
private-passenger automobiles in
their business, it is announced.
No exact figures are available
on the number of cars affected
or the amount of premiums lowered by the new rate but the state
official estimated the savings
would amount to approximately
$300,000 a year.
The revision is effective on all
new and renewal policies written
on or after June 19th, but existing policies may not be canceled
or rewritten on a pro-rata basis
in order to obtain the benefit of
the lowered rate, Southall said.
Collision insurance, the type affected by the new rate, pertains
to protection of the insured's car
for material damage. It should
not be confused with "third-party
coverage", that is, insurance for
bodily injury and property damage suffered by other than the
insured, the director explained.
To enjoy the reduced rate, the
motorist or his insurance agent
must sign a statement that the
use of the automobile is not involved in the duties of the motorist, or any ether person customarily operating the automobile,
in his occupation; and that there
is no operator of the automobile
under 25 resident in the motorist's household or employed as a
chauffeur.

GET AMAZING RELIEF
HARVEY STOMACH
The
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today
there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tablets. SOLD ONLy AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.
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Your Patronage of This Store Will Keep The Harm
Coming To You Each Sunday Morning
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IT'S THE
ZINGIESSWlNGIES
PUSKA!.
HIT IN
YEARS!

Added Enjoyment!
COLOR COMIC — "FLYING CUPS AND SAUCERS'
TRAVEL IN COLOR — "REALM 'OF'THE REDWOOD"
PARAMOUNT WORLD NEWS

JUNE 27 - 28

DONALD O'CONNOR
PATRICIA MEDINA • ZASU PITTS
RAY COLLINS • JOHN McINTIRE
inifiFRANCIS",Tbe Old Army Mule who TALKS!

—and—

FRIDAY

DOORS OPEN at 1:00 P. M.
'

FEATURES START
1:10 — 3:17 — 5:14
7:21 and 9:28

RE
DAYAPITOIL
SATU
JUNE 24th

TOMAS • BAXTER • FORD

OPEN at10 A. M.

2 GREAT FEAT(JRES!
Ns*.siNuI$ 1w

Keach's in Hopkinsville
FOR COMPLETE
HOME FURNISHINGS

DOORS OPEN .t; 1:00 P. M.
FEATURES at 1:M— •
3:45 — 5:36 — 717 —9:11

TUES. & WED.

.4.0 f...0 .401M

Plus These Delightful ShortsCOLOR COMIC — "BREEZY LITTLE BEARS"
TRAVEL TALK — "QUEBEC IN SUMMERTIME"
MUSICAL — "LAURENCE WELK'S ORCHESTRA"
DOORS OPEN it 1:00 P. M.
FEATURES ai 1:10—
3:19 — 5:19 — 7:11

THUR. & FRI.
JUNE 29 - 30

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

6 Earnings in Kentucky are too low to attract no•deG capitol

— Revifivirof MVO
PLUS! MYSTERY THAT DEFIES SOLUTION!
mon TIERNEY.pitsauA LANE

PLUS! CHAPTER TWO -

NEW

SERIAL

Our earnings in Kentucky today are too low to attract the additional capital
needed. In the postwar period of insufficient earnings, we have been able to
obtain needed construction capital because of investors' faith in the soundness
and fairness of Kentucky and its institutions. However, actual earnings and not
hoped-for earnings must of necessity be the basis of raising capital for future
construction. Present rates must be revised in order to provide earnings that are
adequate for the good,improved and expanding telephone service that Kentucky
needs and that we are eager to furnish.

*4te4, Kentucky

DOORS OPEN at lisp,
FEATURES at 1:10--.
3:14 — 5:19 — 7.12

PHIL HI

TONIGHT

Manager

"KEACH'S HAS IT"

'..vv•r.."•IsivennownwanWiliellaVueoweewoureo..,evoes, -v.aerewnsievse•sssiwmaos...
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If your love the best
In SCREEN COMEDIES

something bad. Thus, while the
frequent admonition to 'love one's
child' is well-meant, it falls short
of its purpose when the parent
applies it without the appropriate
or genuine emotions."
In the "school," continues Bettelheirn, "we try to create a setting that stimulates growth rather than stress achievement, such
as the setting in which the infant first learns to like and relate to the persons he knows.
It is a setting which teaches the
child to put greater value on
emotional integration than on
visible successes in competition,
and to. shun an empty 'popularity
in favor of one or a few intensive
and emotionally meaningful relations. We are satisfied if the
child learns to get along well
with himself and a few favored
people, and otherwise successfully meets the task of becoming
a useful citizen.

PaYment
plan cott

BRING YOUR REQUESTS TO
SMITH'S FURNITURE STORE

SUN. & MON.
JUNE 25-26

CANARY COMES BACK
Montreal — (AP) — Oscar the
canary has decided that his cage
is safer and more comfortable
than the world outside. He disappeared for a week recently and
owners never expected to see
him again. He finally turned up,
however, without a clue to his
adventure, walked wearily into
his cage, took a bath and settled
down to a long sleep.
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The money to pay for new facilities does not come from subscribers' payment
of their bills, became this money covers only wages, taxes, maintenance and
other day-to-day costs. Capital for new facilities must come from people who
can be petisuaded to invest their money in the telephone business in the hope
of adequate earnings.
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Princeton, Ky.

MEMORIALS

We pay all phone charges.
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 3698

Specialty

FURNITURE STORE
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Claris, Beach .
Oct. 31. Congress seas sold oti the
-7—=.. Alt ,
to
t,,rportarrt—idee-anit-intsde•ftirpart'ofthe leA
authorizing continuation of Eurolopment
'the .European aid. for the fiscal year endis
the
Eu'cry program
ing June 30, 1951. It stipulated
yinent Union. The Mar- that $600,000,000 of ECA funds
n countries are now should be spent through EPU in
p its charter in Paris. the coming year.
Backers hope EPU will evenHoffman, administrator
nomic Cooperation Ad- tually provide European manufacturers with mass markets
o, has said that the
Plan won't succeed throughout Europe. They could
develop the cheaper, more efficient mass production methods
a novel Yankee idea, which have done
so much to make
hed to the western Eu- possible the
enormous productive
a speech by Hoffman capacity and high
living standards of the United States.
When Europeans want to trade
among themselves now they find
a formidable array of obstacles.
Some European currencies are
considered sounder than others
fend nations with good currencies
don't want to exchange their
money for that of weaker currency countries. Nearly all of the
countries have tight import quotas to protect local industries.
Some have high tariff walls.
Here's what EPU will do:
When one country sells to anmoney you need for
other it will receive EPU credits,
pful purpose with a
your car. Prompt at.
Plus some gol4 or dollars, instead
and immediate servof the currency of the country done or come in today! ing the buying. These credits can
be used in any other country in

WALKER HAS IT
. RICHARDSON
Pho. 2881

INSECTICIDES
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
DIAL 3211

IT'S THE Li
,
HIT
YEAir.

The ivory carving industry in
Japan consumed 33,060 pounds of
raw ivory in 1949 for production
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and amoitions of those of export goods, as compared
Who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost with 13,224 pounds in 1948.
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwicePROWA-Week Leader of these years-4.41 Be-publiehed as-a-restrtar-tinnter —Wiseoisisies
n the sale of fluid milk, while
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re
their neighbors in Iowa and Minporters. shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them
nesota sell butterfat.
June 29, 1906. A. B. Hopper arranged bath houses.
• • •
went to Corydon last Sunday. He
and the calves broke out and
was accompanied home by little sI July 6, 1906. A man who was chewed the tails
off of four fine
Miss Maurine Eblen who has too
economical to subscribe for. shirts. —Ex.
been visiting tifer grandparents in
his home paper sent his little
Henderson coupty.
boy to borrow a copy taken by
6ROW BIG AND STROW
his neighbor. In his haste the boy
BY DRINKIN6 FRESH A
/June 29, 1906. A change in the
ran over a stand of bees and in
firm name of Eblen, Dawson and
PRINCETON CREAMERY
ten minutes he looked like a
Wilson took place here last week,
summer squash. His cries reached
MILK
EVERY MAX I
Mr. Dawson buying the interest
his father, who ran to his assisof Mr. Wilson and the drug firm
tance and failing to notice a
will now be known as Eblen and
barbed wire fence, ran into it,
Dawson.
breaking it down, cutting a hand• • •
ful of flesh from his anatomy
Ni June 29, 1906. A move is on
and ruining a $5 pair of pants.
foot whereby all stores of thi3
The old cow took advantage of
city will be closed all day July
the gap in the fence and got into
4th, next Wednesday.
SEEKS ESCAPE FROM BLAZING RACER: His clothing ablaze like his fire swept stock car, J. E.
the cornfield and killed herself
we
Skimp) Hershey, of St. Augustine, Fla., crawls iazedly onto the track at Lakewood Park, Atlanta,
eating green corn. Hearing all the
July
8,
1906.
George
G.
Hara. The car caught fire on a turn, spun out of control and turned over. Hershey was fatally
racket, the wife ran, upset a foue
raison of Campbell, Mo., arrived gallon churn of rich cream into
urned. He died later in a hospital. (AP Wirephoto)
for
a
vishere yesterday morning
a haslet of kittens, drowning all
EPU. Thus all currencies become
it of several days with his par- of the flock. In her hurry she
3roject Work Completed
equally valuable for purposes of
ents and friends in the city. He dropped a $25 set of false teep.
At Dotson High School
European trade.
reports that he and his partner, The baby, left alone, crawied
The Home Economic girls of B. F. Wallace, are doing a right through the
'Part of the gold or dollars will
spilt cream and into
Dotson School have completed nice law practice.
be America's ECA contributions.
the parlor, ruining a $20 c,rpet.
their summer project work with
The $600,000,000 of ECA funds
During the excitement the daugh• • •
By DR. W. L. CASH
many useful and practical articles )July 8, 1906. J. W. Denham of ter ran away with the hired man,
will be so distributed this year
(County Health Officer)
being made, the instructor report- the Otter Pond country is visit- the dog broke up 11 setting
instead of being allotted in direct
hen,;
This is the first of a series of ed.
aid. The individual manufacturer
ing his son, V. E. Denham of
finishedwere
dreswill receive his full payment in columns which will appear weekThe projects
North Jefferson street.
the currency of his own country. ly in this paper, thanks to the co- ses, blouses, skirts and garments
• •' •
His government will get the dol- operation of the editor.
made over from other materials.
July 8, 1906. "Wild Bill" Callars and EPU credits.
In this space we intend to dis- Hand-made handkerchiefs and vert is here from the old SolThe proportion of credits and cuss our local public health prob- bath-moccasins added to the pro- diers' Home at Pewee Valley. He
dollars received will operate on lems as they affect us in our dai- ject work, plus projects on home- will spend several days in the
inprovement, it was stated.
a sort of sliding scale—and this is ly lives.
county With relatives and friends.
Princeton gir Is participating
the most ingenious feature of the
We want this column to be
• • •
plan. The more a country sells, your column. Therefore, we will were Martha Wilson, Effie TinsJuly 8, 1906. Miss Bennie Mitchthe larger will be the proportion welcome suggestions. You know ley, Mary Copeland, Ruby Dukes, ell spent Sunday with friends in
of EPU credits it will receive and what you would like to have dis- Margaret Jackson, Betty Cope- Lamasco.
the smaller will be the propor- cussed. You know—better than land, Lillian Bumpus, Beverly Ed• • •
July 8, 1906. J. D. Lester, G. G.
tion of dollars. This will practical- anyone else—what your problems wards, Louise Dooley and ChrisShckleford and J. W. Jewell comly force the seller country to buy are. Maybe it's cancer control, tine Cook.
in other countries in order to use maybe its maternal and child
Marion girls were Sara Mc-cain, posed a fishing party to Guyer's
up its EPU credits.
care, but whatever it is we want Mildred Qualls, Bertha Hughes, Lake in Union county.
Dorothy Hamilton, and Virginia
• • •
On the other hand, the more a to know about it.
July 8, 1906. Since early in
country buys, the larger will be
It is only through the coopera- Hodge. Girls on rural route were
June
Rabbit,
on the John H.
Lake
the proportion of dollars it must tion of the whole community that Georgia and Cora Hillman.
Stevens place, has been q uite
put up in payment, and the smal- your local county health unit can
exhibit
of
these
an
There was
ler will be the amount of its give you the utmost in service. projects at the school Wednesday popular as a swimming place. Mr.
Stevens has j us t completed
currency, that will be accepted. We must all work together if we night, June 21.
large, nicely finished and well
When it runs short of dollars, it want Caldwell county to have the
Mrs. Willie Southers is the
might be able to borrow some finest possible public health pro- home economics teacher and Profrom ECA.
gram.
fessor J. B. Griffey is principal.
FIRE
Meanwhile,'its financial diffiThe first few columns will serve
say,
so please write in and tell us.
culties will become a matter for to make you better
acquainted
INSURANCE
Just address your letters to the
investigation by EPU and the In- with the various
functions of your attention of W. L. Cash, M.D.,
ternational Monetary Fund. These local county health unit's
staff—
"HOPPY" CRISP, Mgr.
CALL Me
agencies will send experts into what the individual members do Dicertor Caldwell County Health
Unit, Court House, Princeton,
MARK CUNNINGHAM. Apt
the country to see why it is run- and why.
Phone 9121
Hopkinsville Street
Kentucky.
ning such a deficit. They might
Complete Ina.. ance Service
There is no Hooper rating in
We want to know you better
I
find that its government budget newspapers—as
111 W. Market St.
there is in radio and we want you to know us,
needs tightening, that its bank —to tell us
whether or not you too.
credit policies should be changed, are interested in what we
have to
that its currency is inflated and
so forth.
Since membership in the union
"A country which doesn't at- implies the yielding of a certain
tempt to put its own financial amount of sovereignty, a country
house in order will stand out like will have to listen to and act on
a sore thumb 'as a member of the advice from the union's managers
union," says an ECA spokesman. who represent other countries."

News From The Past
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4

Paw, Nino

ERMITE SPECIALISTS

Princeton
eileameitit

SAVE MONEY
Gas at Cornick's

Regular Gasoline
Ethyl Gasoline

OVER 3,500 CONTRACTS Some of Largest in
The Country

FREE
INSPECTION AND ESTIMATES

WITTY AND CARL
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
PHONE
. 0. BOX 256

Health Problems
To Be Discussed

775-W

CORNICK SERVICE STATION

I

What makes a railroad?

.AND SAl
THE REDIWOd

l's at 1:044
ES at IA- 7:27-

the all new

10BER1
lliEY TOT

and still not get all

the new beauty
• • . extra
room
• •.smooth
performance of this
great new Dodge

Pound for pound you driPtisli a freight car more
icily than you can a well-oiled baby carriage. The
asy roll of flanged wheels on steel rails can't be
atched by air, highway or water.
"hat's why America's railroads are able to handle
lc bulk of the nation's transportation quickly and
conomically.

HOW TODAY'S NEW DODGE PUTS
YOU MILES AND MONEY AHEAD

faking the most of wheel-on-rail efficiency requires
turdy rail, smooth and stable roadbeds, modern sigal systems, cars and motive power.
ince the war's end, the Illinois Central has put an
ncreasing amount of money into these things. Last
car $31,500,000 went into new equipment and
6,500,000 into track improvements ... in addition
$73,500,000 for maintaining the entire property.
hew expenditures are a direct measure of the
Ilinois Central's determination to provide the kind
I service that will earn your continued friendship
nd patronage.

W. A. JOHNSTON
President

LINOIS CENTRAL
RAILROAD

Brings you a new
portable in a thrilling
new design with tho
now Miracle Tab
Value is assured, because here's the
newest product of the proudest, the FIRST NAM
IN TYPIWILITliall—Remington Rand! It's ALL NNW,
new in design, new in engineering, as sweet a
piece of typing mechanism as you've seen in
many a long day.
Performance is assured by the 15 exclusive and
plus value features built into this handsome new
portable typewriter. It gives you brilliant typing
that is thrilling to experience. Smooth as a piece
of fine silk. Rosy to operate—it has the features
usually found only on office typewriters.
Come see it today. Experience the thrill of
typing at its beet.

Phone 2141

WHAT a satisfaction to know
that Dodge VALUE in roominess
means extra comfort every mile
you drive—that Dodge VALUE
in ruggedness means you'll
spend lees on upkeep over the
years.
And what satisfaction today's
big Dodge gives in handling

WE WANT USED CARS
YOUR PRESENT CAR MAY
NEVER AGAIN BE WORTH
WHAT WE'LL GIVE NOW!
Today we're back again with
the best opportunity in town
for you to make a good deal on
your present ear. Don't delay
. .• act now. let's trade!

ease. You see, Dodge is wider
and longer INSIDE to give you
lots of head room, leg room,
shoulder room. Yet even with
its longer wheelbase for maximum riding comfort, parking is
easier, simpler —because Dodge
is shorter OUTSIDE. No bulky
overhang front or rear.

Flint RUt TREAD
WIDE* RIM TilAD for better road
stability. A huge new rear 'picture
window" for safer driving vision.

The big high-oompresition
"Get-Away" engine gives you
flashing performance ... pickup that puts you out front. And
thanks to Fluid Drive, all your
start/ and stops are velvet
smooth. No bucking or jerking
—leas gear-shifting, tool
See this year's emcee Tatou
Midge at your dealer's now.
Drive the new car that gives
most for your money today—
in comfort,ruggedneae,dependability. Stop in todayt

Dodos
Coronet module sive you GyreMade to free you trees shifting.

DIM WITI1011, 5HIPT11401

.hatt a few dollars more
Man the loweet-primd caret

-

',Veer:eel
tette:,
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Farmersville News

Card Of Thanks

•

We wish to express our heartJoiners Host To Club •
felt thank to our friends and
Our vacation Bible School is in
At Pot Luck Supper
neighbors for their many acts of
74.
of
progress with an enrollment
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Joiner, Jr.,
sister, Mrs.. kindness in the death 01 our son
and
Harper
Shell
entertained members of their
Richard Corner, were called to and brother, Noble Willard Harclub at a pot luck supper in their
Detroit last Thursday, due to the
-Siaciyeeiedit. were_ at Sunday horny,- 24)fe -IsiesethearbL.1jreet
especially thank Dr. Cash,
Illness of their mother, Mrs. Ida per. We ruseghbors- who are. JIM
School Sunday, The Rev. Guy Monday night. Guests present .
Uri
the
and
biatityne
appointi
suffered
regular
his
Harper, who
Moore filled
were Mr. and Mrs. Richard Moroder pne,
kindness.
with
us
night
fernejnbering
and
morning
stroke.
ment Sunday
gan, Mr. and. Mrs. Howard Mcsent
with a large crowd attending Gough, Mr. and Mrs. Billy McElJames Howton and J. W. Mc- We are grateful tb those who
each service.
Chesney attended Masonic Lodge flowers and the ministers, Rev.
roy, Mr. and Mrs. Bi!ly Glannini
Prayer service is held each
and banquet at Providence Thurs- Wade CInentrigham and Rev. L
Mary McLin Mason, all
Mrs.
and
is
'Wednesday night. A welcome
ni:MI An
4:111U MtlAtlu1
I OiLa WIIN
Me and Mrs.
day evening.
and
n;
Princeton,
of
B. Hooks, and those who sang.
extended to everyone to attend.
Dawsonr,RInotardtoam (11
Paducah.
Rev. and Mrs. H. A. Egbert, We shall ever be grateful.
Shilltz,
Raymond
Mr. and Mrs. W. U. Toah visitand
F.gbert
William
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Gt, W. Harper
ed with his son, Laymond Tosh, lene Harper Sunday.
bl-ltp
little daughter, Jane, spent Sunand Family.
Winters
Cecil
and family Sunday.
with
William
Mr. and Mrs.
day very pleanntly
Walter Wigginton of McKenzie, were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Carner and family.
Tenn., spent the weekend with Mrs. R. B. Dalton and Miss Alma
Mr. and Mrs. George Sherrell
Arthur
Mrs.
and
Mr.
merits,
his
Dalton.
are the proud parents of a nineWigginton.
pound boy. His name is. Donald
Mrs. W. H. DeBoe is in a MemMisses Amelia Tosh, Joyce
George.
hospital for an operation.
phis
Mr.
Vinson,
Ruth
Rogers, Sylvia
Quite a few from this place
Victor Tosh and
.Lacy and Alvin Tosh, W. Thom- 'Mr. and Mrs.
have been attending the tent
dinSunday
were
Oma,
daughter,
Clayton
and
as Moore, Clinton.
meeting on the Cadiz road. The
sister, Mre. GeeTosh were guests of Miss Armee ner guests of his
revival is being conducted by
hity. yow slot birthday should
II you art approaching
Bro. Lewis, pastor of Creswell
a banquet in the Princeton Baptist Church.
EMPLOYEES OF THE HODGE MOTOR COMPANY: Shown here at
responsibility ol sow physical
Award from the Chrysler Corbe a signal to share the
Mr. and Mrs. Hickman ThompH'btel when the firm was presented with the Medil of Merit Service
Fred
Berkley,
A.
Talley,
ames
Davis,
Vernal
with yew doctor See
son have gone to Detroit to make
poration. Standing, left to right: Warner Adam:on,
wellbeing for the coming yeas§
Smurawa, Robert
J. Morrison, St. Louis; Dennis Hodge, owner; C. S. Ozburn, Evansville; Stanley
their home after spending a few
Garland
Morris
Jr.,
well then ho',
Hodge,
perlectly
days with the groom's parents,
him soon *von If you Nei
Morse and Tnurman Clayton. Seated, left to rig-it: Willis Hodge, J. D.
and Miss Barbara Nall.
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Thompson.
ta,nths. In OW coy
Win look you coat again In a lipw
Miss Bobby Watson, a nurse at
FOR SALE: Child's chifforobe in
spendis
out of the ettioratilt klues to
good conditiOn. Phone 3562. Madisonville Hospital,
yew %VW get Use m041
51-Hp ing her vacation with her parents,
long.
which you Isave looted forward for IA
Mr. and Mrs. John Watson.
for
Misses Allemagne and Barbara
USED WASHING MACHINES FOR SALE: Four Case pick-up FOR SALE; Outboard Motors
Cruiser control, shift to Scott. Nell Morse, Princeton, spent the
hay balers. Model NCM. Robinand refrigerators for sale. McAtwater. Warm up in neutral weekend with their mother, Mrs.
50-1tc
son Implement and Motor Co.
Conhell Electric Co.
shfft to reverse and forward. 4 Agnes Morse.
45-tfc
Phone 2053.
Reliable
2 h. p. with
/
h. p. 5 h, p. and 71
MALE HELP WANTED:
We now have our preaching
and
shift. Williams Texaco Service services on second and fourth
man with car wanted to call on FOR SALE: Nice late tomato
Stationnum and Main St. Sundays, prayer meeting on Weds
cabbage plants, 50 cents per
farmers in N. Caldwell Countfc nesday evening, a n d Sunday
Phone 2445.
100. A. M. Harvill, phone 3855.
ty. Wonderful opportunity. $15
51-tic
School every Sunday at 10 a. m.
to $20 in a day. No experience
and
WATCH MAKING: All makes
woror capital required. Permanent.
piano,
clocks, jewelry repair- We invite you to come and
models;
buy
Will
DOLLAR:
YOUR
COMship with us.
Write today. McNESS
Chas.
work
guaranteed.
All
ed.
Co.,
Piano
Dye
at
overhead,
Ill.
not
J. W. McChesney, John T. Van
PANY, Dept. A, Freeport,
"Pete" Russell, certified watch409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky
50-2tp
maker. 203 N. Harrison St. Hooser, and Luke Watson are
32-47tp
Cooperation of residents of Princeton is
33-tic painting the Homer Brown FunFOR SALE: New 10-tube R.C.A.
eral Home this week.
Center
lot
on
Large
SALE:
FOR
F.M.- A.M. radio-phonograph
in the proper use of sewer lines. PLEASE
Let us haul and
street with gas and water. Alon- LIME HAULING:
combination—half price; golf
Im- Executrix Notice
spread
Robinson
your
lime.
51-Pp
zo Davis, Phone 3040.
clubs, bag and cart; 650x16 tire
us keep your city clean and the sewer open
All persons hay ing claims
plement and Motor Co. Dial
51-11.c
and tube; dial 3270.
2053.
43-3tc against the estate of the
WHEN YOU NEED hair tonic or
using commode and sink for regular id
shampoo for home use try FOR SALE: Electrolux (gas) re- late W. L. Mays will please preFOR SALE: One John Deere team
for
promptly
sent
them
payment
need
We
Shop.
Sharp's Barber
only.
frigerator, priced cheap for and all persons knowing themdisc cultivator. Robinson Imyour head in our business.
plement and Motor Co. Phone
quick sale. Mrs. E. M McCas- selves indebted to the said
es45-tfc
45-3tc
Towels, orange and grapefruit peel,
lin, pl'fbne 3234.
51-Itp tate will please come
2053.
forward
and
Weeds
SPRAYING:
FOR
waldressed
FOR SALE: John Deere Model B and settle their accounts on or
FOR SALE: 250 feet
rags, large pieces of cheesecloth, chicken
corn and fence rows or any
tractor on rubber. Plow, disk before July 20.
nut lumber, aged inside, sonle
cherry
Freezers
Mrs. Ethel R. Mays,
kind of spraying see or cell
Modern Ice Refrigerators, Ice Cream
and cultivator. Robinson Im5, some 8 years. Also
trails and similar refuse is found every cloy
Connie Davis. RFD 3, Pholle
Executrix
51-3tc
plement and Motor Co. Phone
posts 4x4. Hammond Uphol50-2tp
3921.
and Picnic Chests at Bargain Prices - - - While
the city water department employees at the
2053.
stery Shop, 312 White street,
45-3tc
51-1tc
TWO NAMED DIRECTORS
phone 3309.
REAL OPPORTUNITY: For col- NOTICE: On and after this date I
They Last.
Dr. W. L. Cash and Gracean
posal plant.
lege graduate or undergraduate
will not be responsible for any Pedley weeeiecently named to
ald Harper, and .family. •
excellent
who
desires
22-28
ages
debt made against me by any theaboard '6f rectors of the KenMiss Wanda Stone visited Mi:s
Sewer lines are already badly overloaded
future with large corporation
other person. Jessie Wilson. tucky Lake Association to repreNaomi Tosh Sunday.
engaged in investigating insur51-2tp sent Caldwell county, it is anthis condition adds greatly to the difficulties
Rev. and Mrs. Guy Moore were
cleaner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Must
ance and credit work
At
nounced.
the
meeting,
memFOR SALE: Choice Holstein ane
your sewer department. Your cooperation
Harve Blackburn Sunday.
have a car for which liberal
Guernsey heifer calves. T. B., bers of the association re-elected
Aunt Nannie Dalton and Mrs.
allowance is given and also
all
officers
and
mapped
a
proBang's tested. Six to ten weeks
be greatly appreciated.
R. B. Dalton are reported greatly
knowledge of typing. Opening
old. Price delivered by truck gram of publicity in which active
improved in health at this time.
at Madisonville. Give full desupport
will
be
asked
of
private
to your farm: Six weeks at $45,
There will be a homecoming
tails of qualifications in letter
and ten weeks at $55. Delivered operators of tourist businesses in
here next third Sunday with
to RETAIL CREDIT COMon approval in lots of five or the lake area.
special singing in the afternoon.
PANY, PO Box 362, Madisonmore. Some one year and two
Everyone is invited to attend and
ville, Kentucky.
51-1 tc
Bill Brown, student at Murray
Supt. Sewer & Water Department
year old heifers. Write or wire
enjoy a day of worship and felState College, spent the weekRux,
Merlin
J.
WisMuscoda,
AUTO GLASS: Sheet ,atet
lowship.
consin.
48-8tc end with his nitther, Mrs. Lucy
glass cut and installed Its all
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Tosh and
Brown.
Texaco
Service
cars.
Williams
Marion WaySIL spent Sundae
FOR SALE: New house, four
Station. Corner Plum & maim
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
rooms and bath, vacant. Lot 50x
tic
Phone 557.
Lexie Tosh.
190, with garden. Located et
end of S. Seminary street. It
you want a nice home at a bargain, look this one over and
make me an offer. A. )3. Holland, phone 3671, Eddyville,
Ky.
51-tp
CHERRIES, South Haven, red sour
TOMATO SOUP, Castle Haven
Associates
HOME FOR SALE OR TRADE:
2 for .
pitted, No. 2 can
for
6
29(
can
oz.
a
IV
Kw.sell Woodall
Roberta Wheeler
Nice ranch-type home; three
Sis Baker
TOMATO JUICE, Brunson's
bedrooms; all modern conveniCORN, Pennysaver, 14h. Cr. Style
Over 40 Years We Have Stayed and Prlid
ences; good location. Will trade
46 us. can
2 for
Co. Gent, No. 2 can
for smaller home or farm. See
Hi C
19
$1
ORANGEADE,
kill
KILL,
COOK
or
Hodge,
Sr.
fill
D.
J.
Hodge
Virgil
Smith
A Woodall
46 oz. can 35e
45-tic
qaullarbtusgs
69c
pt.
OFFICES
TOMATOES, Ladog
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI,Red Cross
LOOK! LOOK: See the new
Princeton
Fredonia
Marion
Style Mart display window at
2 fur
No. 2 can
3 pkgs.
21(
Wood Bros. Come in and let
!Wreath
JELLY,
BLACKBERRY
Cup
Loving
TEA,
Tel. 9
Tel. 2441
51-2tc
us show yeti'.
jar
12 os.
4 lb. pkg.
'
26(
Established 1907
FOR SALE: Lease, stock, medern
'PEACHES, Doily Madison
PEAS, Handy
service station with trained
oz. ran
3 for
2 for
No. 2 can
25(
operator. Harry S. Hale. 49-tic
TUNA FISH, Dice Brand
PORK & BEANS, Brook's
LOOKING: For somebody who
No, 'a can
3 for
No. 300 can
25(
has a combine to combine 30
OLEOMARGARINE. 51i Choi.,
SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist
acres of fescue. Connie Davis.

News Happenings
At Good Spring

advim 103k 971ax,
4344-

Is To Receiv
11.15 lncreas
State Fund
sCSacphiotolsFund
Is Over $800 c
d Caldwell
and

FOR SALE

ci:eseilypielne'd:rgnt0
et:G
arsitssetechacre
aci secnirl'rtiheowel
tlPir:wte
Ssfitiftro
to
year, 'according

Two Choice Restricted

additional money
°Ioffieltahise. state was
incre
e through .an
from las
ts per capita
sptau.
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total"
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Classified Ads

Residential Lots

Next To New Hospital

NOTICE

With Sewer And AU Utilities

PHONE 3270

SPECIAL SALE

CITIZENS ICE CO.

H. B. YATES,

ha to
bea millionaire,

Red Front Offers

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency

25c

TO BUY MEAT HIS WAY AND SAVE REAL MONEY!

RFD 3, phone 3921.

T OTS

of women, who have very
limited food budgets, now buy •
whole lamb, a quarter of beef or
a whole loin of pork at one time.
They have the butcher cut the
meat into small, daily, family portions. They pay haw for meet this
way than you do!
Then they put the meat into their

I

tlifilkeldirtios‘www.•

50-2tp

FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
and Electrical Supplies, visit
Stallins and Kennedy Electric
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed
tic
General Electric Home Freezer, and
use it as they need it.
They save • lot of money, too, by
buying fruits and vegetables in 'fawn. They even pay • lot less for in.
cream by buying it by the gallon.

GENERAL *ELECTRIC
— HOME FREEZER

PIANO TUNING, REPAIRING:
H. L. Dye of Paducah will be
in Princeton the week of June
rth. For information phone
Mr. C;ranstaff, Princeton -Hotel',
Tel. 2011.
50-2te
Our

on-the-go EASY GO E'S climb

high and still stay frsnkly open,
SUCH A CONVENIINCI, TO01
You don't have to worry about
shopping every day, or whet 3rolefa
going to have for dinner. Von can
laugh at rainy weather.
There's no more shopping problem
when you or the children are wick
And you always have plenty 6f toed

as fashion loves a shot this season.
Conte in and see how you'll love
e way this wedgie looks
and feels on your very own foot.

the official state bird of Idaho
is the mountain bluebird.
Mend up YOUR SOIL with

2 lb. box
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced in
syrup, No. 2'2 can
ORANGE JUICE, Heart of Florida
46 oz. can

plain
2 lbs.
LIMA BEANS. Rosedale,
2 16 oz. cans
ICE TEA TUMBLERS
3 for
39(
45(

221(

Fresh Fruits And Vegetables
large & ripe
. 14/C
I.:ILLOW ONIONS, new Texas
5 lb. mesh bag

NEW POTATOES, li s,rf
10 lbs.
SWEET POTATOES. Nam , IIei
3 pounds

MEAT SPECIALS
SLICED BACON, Wilson's 1 lb. layers, 30
SUGAR CURED JOWL, lb., 190

right on hand when guests drop in
unexpectedly I

ROCK PHOSPHATI
-cubic-loot
rttustroted
%sada Ile pounds
of (rotten foods?
ASK MI
*Mt
10-DAY=
ate, &nee Pelmet*III TRIAL!
Tho

S. Seminary

$7.95
WHITE
RED
BLACK

Particle§ so finely ground
they look like face powder
... feed eadt tiny putt hair
with nature's richest source
of natural phosphate.
la It costs little or no more to
-1- get the flatly powdered( rock;
jest insist on the FOUR LEAP
brand for quick results.
NIA Papooses foe Mt that
W,** 71toot000 Phosehoe•
407 Soviet Dowboe* It., Cble000 I,el.
wise peer Mule/ doeeort

E. F. ORDWAY

Phone 2081

"FINE SHOES FITTED BY X:RAY"
- es e

e18

FREDONIA, KY.
Phone 9-J and 9-W

A.e.„4.
•FOOD MARKETS
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